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Alumni Assistance Contributes
to Increased Freshman Enrollment

University Struggles
with Budget, Appropriations
It is no secret that the state of Michigan
has endured difficult economic times for
the past two years and that Eastern
Michigan University has suffered, as has
all of higher education, along with the
state.
With the executive order of Sept. 30
reducing EMU's state appropriation by
$983,000 and another executive order of
Oct. 21 further reducing the appropriation
by nearly $1.1 million, our appropriation
is now less than our appropriation of two
years ago, for the 1979-80 academic year.
According to the Oct. 21, 1981, issue of
The Chronicle of Higher Education, prior
to these two executive orders, state
appropriations to higher education in
Michigan have changed by zero percent
over the past 10 years when inflation is
considered. That ranks Michigan 47th out
of 50 states in percentage improvement
during that 10-year period. Only Maine,
Vermont and Illinois rank lower. The
average percentage improvement for all 50
states is 33 percent with 181 percent
improvement in Alaska being the highest
and minus six percent in Illinois being the
lowest.
During this same 10-year period,
Eastern was going through several years
of declining enrollments while other state
colleges and universities were experiencing
increases in enrollments, both in terms of
head count and fiscal-year equated
students.
As a result of this trend, EMU
embarked upon a program to "retool" the
University, somewhat similar to what the
auto industries are having to do today to
remain competitive in a world market. A
College of Human Services was
established with programs in health
administration, nursing, medical
technology, occupational therapy and
social work as well as family life and
home economics.
The College of Business grew to be one
of the largest in the state. Innovative
programs in the arts, humanities and
sciences were supported and strengthened.
And most recently, a College of
Technology was established. At the same
time, the College of Education was
reduced in size but strengthened in
quality.
The trend toward declining enrollments
has been reversed during the past two
years, and EMU has continued to put its

financial resources behind the programs
that support the long-range vitality of the
University.
Consistent with University goals and
initiatives, enormous resources have been
put into the admissions effort. Those
efforts have paid off with the recruitment
of our largest and most qualified
freshman class in a decade.
We have put almost $1 million in
additional funds this year into academic
programming to support programs in
technology, business, health
administration and social work.
We have put $1.3 million into the
intramural recreation building which we
feel is necessary to attract resident
students to our campus. Eastern Michigan
University did go through a period of
declining resident students during the
1970s when residence halls were converted
to other uses and meeting bonding debt
commitments became difficult. Surveys
during a period of several years indicated
the one missing ingredient on campus was
a large and modern recreational facility
open to students throughout the day,
evenings and weekends on a year-round

Although most experts admit that these
are tough times for college admissions
offices everywhere, 1981-82 enrollment
comparisons among state colleges and
universities reveal that Eastern's freshman
enrollment was the highest proportionate
and numerical increase in the state for fall
1981.
While EMU experienced an increase of
182 freshmen, all colleges and universities
combined experienced a decrease of 1,988
freshmen.
Eastern's increase in the number of
first-time freshman enrollees was the
largest of the three universities that
experienced increases. Freshman
enrollment at Wayne State University
increased by 156 students and freshman
enrollment at Oakland University
increased by IO students. The other 12
state colleges and universities all
experienced declines, with the largest
decline, 1,227 students, at Michigan State
University.
Overall, the number of first-time
enrolled freshmen at the 15 state colleges
and universities declined 5.6 percent from
35,239 in the fall of 1980 to 33,251 in the
fall of 1981.
At least a portion of EMU's increase
has to be attributed to the Alumni
Student Identification Program which
utilizes alumni to identify quality students
who might be interested in attending

A Message from the Alumni President

basis.

We have also put additional resources
into our development effort, which will
play an increasingly important role as
state and federal aid to education declines
further with a clear intention of increasing
private support to the University from
$126,000 in 1976 to $ I million by 1986.
These budgetary commitments have
been conscious decisions based upon
University goals. Our priorities are, and
have to be, different than other state
colleges and universities because of our
particular circumstances if we are to
weather the current fiscal crisis.
We have chosen this year only to keep
our across the board increases to faculty
and staff to a minimum in order to
continue to strengthen the University. Our
goal is to move the University forward
during a difficult and depressing economic
environment. The alternative is a rapid
decline in the at,tractiveness of the
University to prospective students to the
benefit of other universities during a
period of general decline in the numbers
of students attending college and the
potential dismantling of a great state
institution.

Eastern. Alumni also make personal calls
throughout the application process,
encouraging students to visit campus.
Occasionally alumni represent EMU at
the high school commencement/
convocation ceremony to present the
$1,000 Alumni Recognition of Excellence
Scholarship.
Alumni also attend receptions in their
area hosted by President John W. Porter.
Donald Kajcienski, director of
admissions, stated, "The efforts of alumni
and friends cultivating prospective
students have been instrumental in
supplementing the efforts of our
admissions counselors.
"In schools we are unable to visit,
alumni involvement has helped achieve
geographic representation. It is our hope
the Alumni Office will continue this
program and that even greater numbers of
alumni and friends will become involved."
And preliminary figures are promising
for fall 1982 enrollment. "As of Nov. 30,
I981, the University has received 39
percent more applications for fall, 1982
undergraduate admission (41 percent more
from freshmen) than the comparable date
last year. Although past experience
indicates that this percentage normally
declines during the year, this unusually
high increase is an excllent start,"
Kajcienski explained.

Judith A. Goodman

I hope the new year finds you
healthy and happy even though serious
economic challenges which impact on
our personal and professional lives
continue 10 face all of us.
The /981-82 academic year finds
Eastern Michigan University coping
with serious budget problems which
are caused primari�)' by the reduction
in state revenue due to !he overall poor
economy. It is therefore necessary for
us to work even harder to help EMU
remain a leader among institutions of
higher education.
The backbone of every highly rated
educational institution is its alumni.
Eastern Michigan University is no
exception, and the contribwions that
its alumni have made are outstanding.
During the coming year, I hope to
continue the positive direction of the
association. I hope 10 visit some of the
alumni chapters in addition to working
with the University administration to
develop more ways that the alumni can
assist the University in its quest for
co111inued excellence. Now, more than
ever. the University needs our support.
I intend to do my part, and I hope
each of you will join me in this effort.

Gifts to EMU Surpass Previous Years
Though at press time, "final" figures
for the 1981 Development Program
were not available, it is already
apparent that it was a banner year.
A preliminary report shows that more
than $660,000 was contributed by
6,625 alumni and friends. That is an
increase of more than $200,000, and
I,150 donors over 1980. The goal for
1981 was $550,000.
"The level of support received from
Eastern Michigan's alumni and friends,
faculty, staff, parents and businesses

was truly outstanding," said Greg
Koroch, director of development. "As
we began 1981, we were fearful that
the state of the economy might limit
many people and businesses from
contributing what they would like.
Fortunately, that was not the case."
According to Koroch, the need for
private support was particularly acute
in 1981, and will be again in 1982.
The reduced level of state and federal
assistance for all of public higher
education in Michigan, has made the

need for private support more critical
than ever.
Though the range in the size of
gifts was great, there were many gifts
worthy of special mention.
A $5,000 gift was received from
Ruby Denison Klager, a 1914
graduate of EMU who currently
resides in Kalamazoo. The gift is to
be used by WEMU-FM, EMU's
National Public Radio affiliate. The
gift was the second $5,000 donation
Mrs. Klager has made to the

University in 1981. Her first gift
established the Benjamin Klager
Scholarship Fund, in memory of her
husband, a former financial
administrator at EMU.
Wyandotte Paint Service, a paint
products company, donated $1,000 to
the EMU Interdisciplinary Technology
Development Fund to develop
programs in the College of
Technology's new Polymers and
Coatings program.
Craig Hall, a former EMU student

(continued on page 2)
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G ifts Su rpass Previous Years
who founded Hall Real Estate, Inc.
of Southfield, donated $500 to
establish the Craig Hall Free
Enterprise Award. The award is
earmarked for "students, who through
personal entrepreneurial endeavors,
have already helped themselves
through college while showing strength
and self-determination for personal
improvement and the betterment of
their communities and who exemplify
the free enterprise system."
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Tape donated
$3,000 to the Henry A. and Flora S.
Tape Memorial Scholarship Fund for
students interested · in teaching or
nursing with demonstrated scholastic
ability.
A bequest of $5,000 from the late
Millie Gorman was accepted by EMU
Regents. A 1926 graduate of the
University, Gorman died Dec. 1 5,
1980. A scholarship fund in her name
will be made available to a graduate
of Huron High School who has
demonstrated financial need, a 3.0
high school grade point average, plans
to become a teacher, and who is
recommended by Huron High School
counselors.

(continued from page 1 )

A $5,627.47 bequest from the estate
of Rhona Gayleard to the Business
Education Development Fund; and a
$ 1 ,500 gift from Maccabees Mutual
Life Insurance Company for its
scholarship which is awarded to an
outstanding junior or senior.
Maccabees pledged a $5,000 gift to
the University in 1 977, payable over a
five year period. To date, $5,500 has
been contributed.
Other gifts included a $ 1 , 000 gift
from Dr. Giles Carter, professor of
chemistry at EMU, for the Chemistry
Department Development Fund; $ 1 ,000
from the Bechtel Corporation in Ann
Arbor as a matching gift for a gift
in-kind from Harold Rhodes; $ 1 ,000
from Hydromation Co. of Livonia, a
division of Amsted Industries; a
$ 1 ,000 gift to men's athletics from
Paul Ungrodt, owner of Ideation, Inc.,
formerly the Crown House of Gifts,
Inc.; a $ 1 ,000 gift to the College of
Education from James Yalarence, Sr.
of Ajax Rolled Ring Co.; a $ 1,000
gift from the Council for
Advancement and Support of

Education and the U.S. Steel
Foundation in recognition of the
University's improved record of annual
giving; $900 from Lt. Gov. James H.
Brickley for the James H. Brickley
Scholarship; and $900 from Dr. Gary
Keller, dean of the EMU Graduate
School, for the Graduate School
Development fund.
Regents also accepted a $500 gift
from Shirley Green, director of
Academic Services Center at EMU, to
be deposited in the center's
development fund. Green recently
donated $ 1 0,000 to renovate Quirk
Theater in memory of her late
husband, a faculty member in the
Department of H istory and
Philosophy.
President John W. Porter
contributed $750 to the Agnes Jewell
French Scholarship Fund in honor of
his mother-in-law for whom the
scholarship is named.
Gifts-in-kind to the University were
topped by a $9,600 densitometer
donated to EMU's College of Human
Services by Gelman Instruments, Inc.
The instrument, which reads color
densities, will be used in the M edical

Technology program.
A $9,250 gift-in-kind from the Rupp
and Bowman Co. also was earmarked
for the College of H uman Services.
The company donated clinical reagents
which will be used for hematological
clinical chemistry testing procedures.
In addition, Regents received $ 1 ,724
worth of vintage big band records
from Sally Reynolds in memory of
her husband George Harley Reynolds,
a former big band musician. The
collection will be added to the
permanent collection of WEMU-FM.
And a $2,450 gift of historical
documents and teaching materials was
accepted from Thelma McAndless, a
1 925 graduate of EMU and professor
emeritus in the Department of English
Language and Literature.
The gifts mentioned above do not
include any gifts made in the month
of December. At press time it,
unfortunately, was not possible to
include everyone. Other gifts will be
mentioned in the next issue of the
Alumni publication, and in an
upcoming honor roll report which will
list all donors in 1981.

34 Yemeni G raduate Students Earn Master's Degrees
EMU conferred master's degrees in
primary education upon 34 graduate
students from the Yemen Arab Republic
in a special commencement ceremony held
:•recently in the ballroom of McKenny
Union.
The commencement exercise was held
to honor the first group of Yemeni
students to complete the University's
Yemen Primary Teacher Training Project.
The students are the first graduates of an
EMU program to upgrade the educational
training of qualified teachers in the
educationally-deprived country. The EMU
project began in 1979 with funding
provided by a $2.6 million grant from the
U.S. Agency for International
Development.
George M. Lane

Lewis G. Bender

The program consists of five phases
including three months of intensive
English language training in Yemen and
one academic year in Yemen exposing
participants to the theories of primary
education. After arriving in Ypsilanti, the
students undergo additional English
training and an orientation to graduate
work at EMU. After completing one year
of master's degree work at EMU, the
students return to their native country to
be assigned to a teacher training institute.
George M. Lane, former U.S.
ambassador to the Yemen Arab Republic,
gave the commencement address. Lane is
a veteran foreign service officer who
served as ambassador to the Yemen Arab
Republic from September 1978 until last
June.

In addition to his Yemen post, Lane
has served as a State Department desk
officer for Libya and as acting country
director of orth African Affairs. From
1 974 to 1976 he was charge d'affairs in the
Kingdom of Swaziland. In 1976 Lane
helped evacuate American personnel from
Beirut, Lebanon.
Besides Lane, several other dignitaries
from Yemen and Washington, D.C.,
attended the special EMU
commencement.

J .. , ,.f t

Gilbert B. Cross

Bert M. Johnson

Reinhardt Wi11ke

Stewart D. Work

Five Faculty Receive Awards
Five faculty members received
Distinguished Faculty Awards for service,
teaching, research and publication in a
special awards ceremony recently.
The 1 98 1 award winners included Dr.
Stewart D. Work, professor of chemistry,
Dr. Reinhardt Wittke, professor of

history; Dr. Bert M . Johnson, professor
of biology; Dr. Lewis G. Bender, assistant
professor of political science; and Dr.
Gilbert B. Cross, professor of English.
EMU Distinguished Faculty Awards are
made annually in four categories: service,
senior teaching, junior teaching, and for
research and publication. Traditionally

awarded in the fall semester, the awards
are $ 1 ,000 each and are open to all EMU
faculty members nominated by any group
of three students, faculty or
administrators. A University screening
committee selects 1 5 of the top nominees
for referral to an outside committee

Mark Your Calendar

HOMECOMING 1982
OCTOBER 1 6, 1982

comprised of two faculty members and
one administrator for another institution
which then makes the final selection.
Work received the University's Service
Award, Wittke and Johnson the Senior
Teaching Award, Bender the Junior
Teaching Award, and Cross the Research
and Publication Award.
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Holy Trinity Chapel Ted Ta ngala kis Hon Ted
Tangalakis (Photo Courresr of 71,e Eastern Echo)
Editor's Note: The following is
Planning Fundraiser reprinted with the permission of 1he
Holy Trinity Chapel, which has come to
be something of an institution among
Eastern Michigan alumni over the years,
is embarking on a project which not only
will serve students and other Ypsilanti
residents, but also people in far-away
Zambia on the African continent.
The Chapel, a modern structure at
Forest and Perrin, is using students,
faculty members, townspeople and
volunteers from as far away as Detroit, to
help raise money not only to fund local
charitable projects, but to build a
community center in Zambia as well.
The fundraiser-the third activity of its
type held at the Chapel-will celebrate the
fifties with a raffle and a March 20
dinner-dance in Detroit's Roostertail
Supperclub, complete with big band and
live entertainment recalling the period.
Previous programs have celebrated the
legendary Copacabana Nightclub and the
forties.
Why Zambia, Africa, as the target of so
much goodwill from Ypsilanti? Holy
Trinity's Fr. Larry Delaney answers: "An
English priest, Fr. Paul O'Connor, who
once was affiliated with the chapel is also
a member of a religious order which
serves many people in Africa. The priests
are known as the White Fathers because
the garments they wear are white to
reflect the hot African sun. We soon
learned about the needs of the Zambians
and remembered them even as we looked
for ways to support our own nutritional,
counseling and student-oriented programs
here in Ypsilanti."
The very notion that their efforts could
help people in another corner of the world
has served to flame the enthusiasm of
Ypsilanti townspeople and many members
of the campus community. Students are
helping to sell raffle tickets and the
owners of Sesi Lincoln-Mercury have
donated-outright-an automobile which
is the Remember the Fifties top raffle
prize. Last year's effort netted $25,000 for
chapel programs here and in Africa. This
year's ambitious goal is $50,000.
Money raised for Africa will help fund
a community center in the Northern
Province of Zambia. The center staff will
help instruct the impoverished people in
ways which will make them self sufficient
in an area of the world where climate and
terrain can make life difficult.
Gerald Lundy, who attended EMU in
the mid fifties, is a general co-chairman of
the Remember the Fifties program. For
more information, he can be contacted
through the Chapel, 5 1 1 W. Forest,
Ypsilanti 48 1 97, (3 1 3) 482- 1 400.

Service Center
Named for Regent
Dr. Timothy J. Dyer, an Eastern
Michigan U niversity regent and
superintendent of the Wayne-Westland
Community Schools, recently had the new
Timothy J. Dyer Educational Social
Service Center at 36745 Marquette in
Westland named in his honor.
The new facility, built with $8. 1 million
in local, state and federal funds, houses a
preschool, a parenting education center, a
senior citizen complex, administrative
office space, a staff development center, a
board of education meeting room and
swimming facilities for the handicapped.
The complex also houses respite care for
the handicapped and a vocational
technical center for training high school
st,udents and adults.
Dyer, who has served as the district's
superintendent since 1973, earned his
bachelor's and master's degrees from
EMU and a doctorate in education from
Wayne State U niversity. He has served as
a member of EM U's Board of Regents
since 1 973.

Eastern Echo.

by Mary Pat Harrington
Echo Staff Writer
Theodore Tangalakis was honored at
the annual meeting of the E M U
Lettermans Club, appropriately conducted
at Theo's, owned by the honoree.
"It came as a complete surprise and it
was a very emotional day," said
Tangalakis.
Tangalakis, owner and pharmacist of
Campus Drugs, is best known as simply
Ted, the Huron supporter, student
employer, munchies seller and friend of
Eastern and its students.
The Lettermans Club, a group of past
EMU Varsity letter winners, presented a
plaque to Ted in honor of his years of
outstanding service to the Eastern
community.
For honors, this has been a busy year
for the friendly pharmacist. He served as
grand marshal for Homecoming 1 98 1 ,
taking the spotlight during the parade and
earning the loudest applause of the day
during halftime ceremonies at the
Homecoming football game.
Ted was born in St. Louis, Michigan.
He came to Ypsilanti in 1946 equipped
with a degree in pharmacological science.
He later opened his small corner
pharmacy/ convenience store on Cross
Street across from Eastern's campus. The
sign out front still reads "Ted's Pills and
Things."
"I enjoy meeting the kids when they
come as freshmen and watching them
mature," said Ted. He has always had a
close association with EMU students. His
three children, George, Cerene and Dean,
are all Eastern graduates.

Ted has a reputation of willingness to
help students out of financial binds, as
well as for dispensing a little friendly
counseling much as he does prescriptions.
This relationship with students is what has
brought him the distinction of being every
student's best friend.
He has earned many awards and honors
from the University and students over the
years. Ted is an honorary member of five
fraternities-Alpha Gamma Epsilon,
Alpha Sigma, Kappa Kappa Psi, Kappa
Phi Alpha and Tau Kappa Epsilon.

He was named the Outstanding Citizen
of the Year in 1 964 by Eastern's Student
Council and was presented with the 1977
Honorary Alumnus Award from the
U niversity.
Ted said t:1at the awards and
recognition during his 35-plus year
affiliation with EMU have been "great,"
but the mairi reason he remains in the
area is that he "enjoys the campus
activities."
"And the students are terrific," he
concluded.

Porter Discusses Role of University
Editor's Note: Recently, Dr. John
Porter, president of the University,
discussed EMU's educational role in
Michigan higher education. His remarks
were printed in the Ann Arbor News. The
following is 1he essence of those remarks.

Eastern Michigan University has
developed a comprehensive educational
program as a multi-purpose university
that plays an important and valuable role
within the state system of higher
education.
Our programs in technology, health and
human services, business, education, the
arts and humanities, and the sciences are
distinctive, not duplicative. Currently
EMU serves 1 9,000 students. Some key
parts of our program:
I. In a continuing response to the needs
of southeastern Michigan, we have created
the state's first publicly supported College
of Technology. The establishment of the
College of Technology was based upon
comprehensive market studies, industrial
support and the need to develop
technologists who have educational
training beyond that of technicians trained
in two-year associate degree programs but
less than the theoretical and research
exposure of a professional engineering
school. Based upon current evidence, we
have every reason to believe that our new
College of Technology will emerge as the
largest of our six specialties, providing a
vital and essential role in the educational
preparation of citizens in southeastern
Michigan.
2. During the 1 970s, the university
created a College of Allied Health and
Human Services in order to be responsive
to the changing clientele and needs of
southeastern Michigan. The college
currently has a distinguished nursing
program, occupational therapy program,
health administration program, medical
technology program and social work
program. Enrollment in these programs

has grown consistently each year since the
college was established. May I also point
out that this year our nursing program
was expanded while those at other state
colleges and universities were reduced.
Despite the high cost of this educational
program, we are committed to meeting
the critical need for nurses in this state,
and our graduates have repeatedly
obtained the highest test scores in the
state on parts of the State Board
Licensure Exam.
3. Eastern has one of the largest
business programs in Michigan, with
nearly 4,000 majors enrolled. Our
educational delivery system is unique in
that it is primarily a late afternoon
evening program which serves part-time
students who have full time jobs in
southeastern Michigan.
4. Eastern was the first teacher training
institution west of the Allegheny
M ountains and for more than 1 30 years
has been committed to teacher training.
The recent creation of a National Center
on Teaching and Learning at EMU has
provided us with a mechanism for
working more closely with teachers and
administrators in local school districts to
both improve their classroom techniques
and to ensure that the students in our
College of Education are receiving the
best possible training and preparation to
teach in Michigan and elsewhere in the
immediate years ahead.
Eastern continues to be recognized as
one of the leading teacher training
institutions in the United States in the
field of special education. Our Special
Education Department is the largest in the
nation. Last year, 1 ,559 students were
enrolled in our program.
5. EMU currently has the largest
speech and dramatic arts program in the
state and the third largest in the nation. It
is nationally recognized in public debate
and forensics, having captured seven

national titles in that arena for the past
decade. With the completion of our new
music building last year, our
undergraduate fine arts and humanities
complex is now second to none in
Michigan.
6. Our commitment to the sciences and
natural resources continues to support our
efforts as one of the state's great and
unique universities. Many students
enrolled at EMU receive excellent training
in the sciences before transferring to
graduate programs at the University of
Michigan. During the past two years, the
Chemistry Department has ranked among
the top IO nondoctoral institutions in the
nation in terms of producing master's of
science degrees. I believe an objective
analysis of our undergraduate science
programs would indicate that we rank
second to none in the state.

President John W. Porter

-
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WEMU Su rpasses Goal i n Fundraiser
EM U's National Public Radio affiliate,
WEM U-FM, surpassed its goal of raising
$25,000 during a recent 10-day fund
raising campaign by soliciting more than
$47, I16 in pledges from area listeners.
The station's fund-raising campaign was
conducted in response to a $25,000
"challenge grant" provided by EMU
President John W. Porter, contingent
upon the station raising an equal amount
in private support. The all-jazz station
had been targeted for a $120,000 budget
cut during 1 98 1-82, which would reduce
the operation of the station to "license
maintenance" status.

who currently resides in Kalamazoo,
donated $5,000 and EMU Regent
Emeritus Edward McCormick, who serves
as chairman of WEM U's Community
Advisory Board, donated $500.
Area businesses pledged more than
$1,295 in proceeds from special events and
discounts. Participating establishments
included The Spaghetti Bender, Flipper
McGees, Theodoors Restaurant,
Domino's Pizza and Schoolkids Records.
A !so, $2,8 1 8 in direct mail appeals and
$ 1 ,450 in special underwriting funds
helped the station top its goal.

Dr. John Porter, presidem of EMU. shakes hands with wee Presidem Gunder Myron.

Regents Accept Agreement with
Washtenaw Com m u nity College
A "statement of intent" which calls for
the governing boards and administrative
staffs at Eastern and Washtenaw
Community College to pursue
complementary rather than competing
educational missions has been approved
by representatives of both institutions.
According to a discussion draft of the
statement, the purpose of the EM U-WCC
agreement is to "consult and cooperate" in
achieving the following goals:
-To provide, through program-to
program agreements, educational
opportunities at EMU for students who
are recipients of specific associate degrees
from wee.
-To create a joint planning process
designed to encourage non-duplication of
specialized courses and programs, to
enhance associate degree-level programs at
WCC and to enhance baccalaureate-level
programs at EMU.
-To create the opportunity for students
at each institution to take courses at the

University Receives
Full Accreditation

-

..

Administrators at Eastern received
official word recently from the North
Central Association of Colleges and
Schools (NCA), the University's primary
accrediting agency, that accreditation has
been continued at the specialist's degree
level and that the next comprehensive
evaluation will be held during the 1990-91
academic year.
The NCA also noted that an evaluation
of the Graduate School will be scheduled
during the 1 985-86 academic year, with
particular attention to "control of
educational quality in such matters as
admissions standards, grading practices,
and requirements for membership in the
graduate faculty."
The current review is in sharp contrast
to the review in 1976 when several
concerns were identified by the evaluation
team and as a result the next
comprehensive visit was scheduled for five
years, rather than IO years.
The current team was satisfied with
University progress on all but one of the
concerns. The team did raise a continuing
concern related to the standards of
admission to the Graduate School.
The team noted that changes in mission
concept and statement were considerable
and that the mission is "quite explicit and
seems to be broadly understood and
accepted." The team also pointed out that
recent changes in administration had
stabilized and the record of adjustment to
the collective bargaining process was
"excellent."
The team made a number of suggested
improvements to the University, all of
which the University is pursuing.

other institution through mechanisms to
be cooperatively developed.
-To promote the shared use of facilities,
equipment and services.
f
-To promote cooperation in of ering
non-credit community service programs to
citizens in the Washtenaw County area.
-And to provide for an ongoing
structure of consultation between EMU
and WCC, including the appointment by
each institution of a liaison officer and
persons to serve on a coordinating
committee.
The "statement of intent" is effective for
an intitial period of five years unless
terminated by the presidents of each
institution in writing one year in advance
of such a termination.
According to the discussion draft of the
agreement, the new policy will offer a
"unique opportunity for effective and
cost-efficient educational services to the
citizens of the Washtenaw County area."

Student Body
President Calls for
Alumni Support
0l �

Student Body President Mark Lee has
called upon all alumni to help the
University during the current economic
crunch.
"As you are fully aware, the state of
Michigan is feeling the effects of the
slumping auto industry; consequently, the
state of Michigan is tightening its budget.
Furthermore, the state colleges and
universities in our great state are feeling
the pinch, with Eastern Michigan
University being no exception," he said.
He added that recently the EMU
student body produced over 3,000 signed
letters and petitions for presentation to
the governor's staff in early November.
The letters and petitions called for the
state's continued support for state colleges
and universities.
Lee added, "I believe that as an
alumnus, you play a major role in the
future of our institution. Therefore, I am
requesting that the alumni help us, the
students, ensure the future of higher
education in Michigan by writing and/ or
calling your state representative or state
senator. Please ask him or her to support
our institutions in these hard economic
times. As an alumnus, I am sure that you
know the importance that higher
education has played in your life. As a
future alumnus, I would hope that we can
and will support our institutions in these
troubled times."

WEMU's record library.

The fund-raising campaign, with the
theme of "Meeting the Challenge," took
place in the fall.
On-air pledges provided the station with
the greatest source of financial support,
with more than $36,088 pledged. Ann
Arbor listeners pledged $20,234 with an
average donation of $29 while Ypsilanti
donations totaled $8,771 with pledges
averaging $4 1 .
In all, 1 ,05 I listeners made pledges
ranging from $ I to $500. The average
donation was $34.
In addition to on-the-air pledges, two
major gifts also were received. Ruby
Klager, a 1946 graduate of the University

Dick Jacques, former station director
now retired, expressed his gratitude and
surprise at the support given the station
by area listeners.
"We knew we had a strong and loyal
audience, but we never in our wildest
dreams expected to get this kind of
support. . . This is so encouraging. We are
most grateful to our listening audience,''
Jacques said.
Bill Humphries, who coordinated the
fund-raiser, said approximately 70
community volunteers helped station
personnel answer phones, stuff and label
envelopes during the IO-day campaign.

High School Students Can Earn
College Credit
The University has established a
University Talented and Gifted Program
(U-TAG) allowing selected high school
students to begin college studies in their
senior year.
Courses from the following subject
areas are available: art, astronomy,
biology, chemistry, economics, English,
foreign languages, geography, geology,
history, math, physics, political science,
psychology and sociology.
High school seniors who have a "B"
average in their programs of study are
eligible. In special cases, juniors are
allowed to enroll in U-TAG courses. The
high school counselor is the best judge of
the eligibility of a student.
Enrolled students receive full academic

credit from Eastern through dual
enrollment with the University and their
high school. All credits are transferable
toward a degree at EMU or any other
college or university. EMU will not offer
courses that will compete with regular
high school offerings. And classes do not
need to coincide with E M U's semester.
Classes normally meet for 1 5 weeks in
order to have 2250 contact minutes
necessary for a three credit course.
For further information about the
program, contact:
Dr. George P. Melican, Dean
Division of Continuing Education
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
(313) 487-0427

Professor, Students P u b l ish Book
Dr. William F. Kromer, professor of
educational leadership and former chief of
party of Eatern's Primary Curriculum
Development Project in Swaziland, and
five EMU graduate students in Swaziland,
have published a book titled Leadership
and Power in Educational Organizations.

The book, published in Manzini,
Swaziland, was edited by Kromer and
covers several topics pertaining to
educational leadership including decision
making, human relations, motivation and
characteristics of leadership.

l
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EMU's National Center Identifies
Best Schools
Some of Michigan's most successful
educators had a chance to tell the
theorists where "it's at" at a unique
symposium held recently by Eastern's
National Center on Teaching and
Learning.

Superintendents, principals, curriculum
coordinators and teachers from 19
outstanding elementary schools in
Michigan met at the Hilton Inn in
Romulus for those two days with
professors, members of the State

Department of Education and other
educational policymakers, to discuss
factors that have made their schools
successful and what implications those
factors may have for institutions of higher
education and educational policymakers
in general.
The 19 schools were identified in a
study conducted by EMU Visiting
Professor Peter Clancy and his associate,
Kenneth Riopelle. The 19 schools each
made dramatic improvement in reading
and math scores during the three-year
period of 1976 through 1979 on the
Michigan Education Assessment Program
tests. The project was sponsored by a
grant from the C.S. Mott Foundation in
Flint.
One of the main purposes of the
symposium is to either confirm or alter
the initial findings of the study. Some of
the important initial finds are:
-Every one of the 1 9 schools
developed specific learning objectives for
various study units, used testing
frequently for diagnostic purposes, and
did not advance students to new units
until they had mastered the concepts of
the previous unit.
-The principals of most of the schools
had strong backgrounds in curriculum
development.
-The staffs of most of the schools
remained very stable during the period
and characterized themselves as very
communicative with one another.

-Most of the schools set out to
improve reading scores at the beginning of
the period, but all of the schools ended up
also improving math scores.
-Seventeen of the 19 schools have
"community school" programs.
-Most of the schools made special
efforts to communicate with parents.
In all, some 30 factors were identified
as having some effect on the
improvement. One of the tasks of the
symposium will be to attempt a concensus
ranking of the order of importance of the
factors in causing the change.
The National Center on Teaching and
Learning, also sponsored in part by a
grant from the Mott Foundation, saw the
convocation of this symposium as a
unique opportunity to identify factors that
make schools successful and to share that
knowledge more broadly.
Center Director Winifred Warnat said,
"The symposium was an exciting event in
education, one which will contribute
significantly to the restoration of faith in
public education. The symposium
provides a unique opportunity for
successful practitioners to lead the way in
making the giant leap from research to
practice, in consort with researchers,
decision-makers and teacher educators.
Such opportunities are truly rare."

-
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Alumnus Assists Special Education Students
Editor's Note: The following is
reprinted with the permission of the
Detroit Free Press. It concerns EMU
graduate Diane Janes '68, MA '71 .

by Ruth Seymour
Free Press Staff Writer
At lunchtime that day, when Jamie Guy
walked out into the hall, he was besieged
by admirers. Teachers, teachers' aides,
staff and fellow students gathered around
the mentally impaired teenager to pound
him on the back and pump his hand.
"First he got a sheepish grin on his
face," recalls Diane Janes, a teacher at
Northwest Wayne Trainable Center in
Livonia, part of the Livonia Public
Schools. "Then it got wider and wider,
until his whole face lit up. Pretty soon he
was bursting with pride. Finally, as it all
continued, he began to tell everyone:
" 'Just let me know if you want my
autograph.' "
The spiral-bound book, "Jamie:
Recollections of a Special Person," has
just been distributed through the classes at
the center that May morning-to rave
reviews.
And while Jamie navigated the
hallways, Diane Janes-the teacher
responsible for Jamie Guy's book-was
collecting a few congratulatory messages
of her own.
The Livonia Public Schools publication
was an in-depth look at how one mentally
impaired young man-18-year-old Jamie
Guy from Farmington Hills-looks at his
world.
"Sometimes it makes me want to cry
inside because I am retarded . . . " Guy

reveals on the first page of the book.

"I can't stand it if someone teases me, it
makes me feel weird inside. I can't stand
it! Nobody likes that. But when they
realize they are hurting my feelings
sometimes they come over and apologize
to me.
"I was the last one to be born. There
must have been something wrong with my
mother or with me or accidental. There
must be a reason for being handicapped,
but at this point I don't know what it is."

:Fflat and other of Guy's observations
were recorded over two years during
schooltime and off-hours by special
education teacher Janes, 35, of Plymouth.
Most readers said they had never seen
anything like it before.

"I guess people always thought the
mentally impaired were just blobs," Jane
said. "Just things you house and shelter
not realizing they can give to others or are
such neat human beings."
For Janes, a teacher in Livonia Public
Schools 13 years, the book brought the
honor of being named teacher of the year
by the Association for Retarded Citizens
of Michigan and a shot at the national
teacher award in October.
It also has given her some satisfaction
for having had a lifelong curiosity about
the usually inarticulated thoughts of the
mentally impaired.
As a child, Janes was close to her sister
Terry, now 29. Like Jamie Guy, Terry is
classified as a trainable retarded person,
with an IQ of about 30-50, and can
pronounce only about five words.
"So many times I looked at my sister
she is so neat-and wondered what is
going on in her mind," Diane Janes said.
"She would go on for sentences and
sentences of sounds, and I felt like, 'I wish
I know what you are telling me.' "
Jamie Guy arrived in her class like a
godsend. Perhaps because of a higher IQ
than most of his classmates, or perhaps
just because he liked to talk, "Jamie was
different," Janes said. "He could tell and
express and show to people what he was
feeling.
"And the way he looked at the world
was kind of interesting to me. He kind of
touched me because he made so many
comments. He started saying so many
things that the second year I started
jotting them down."
Janes was sure that Guy's depth of
emotion and awareness of environment
were shared by many other mentally
impaired people. Finally, she said, "I told
him that, because so many students
couldn't speak and he spoke so clearly, I
wanted to share some of his feelings on
paper."
Jamie Guy had lots to day.
On girlfriends: "A. is my girlfriend. I
kissed her at the dance. I can't kiss
anybody at school, it doesn't show good
taste in front of the /i11/e kids. There are
right and wrong places. Kissing shows the
idea of love.
"In school I was trying to help Sherri
punch the time clock. She needed help. A.
came up and got mad at me. I tried to
talk with her about it but she hit me.
What bothers me is when your girlfriend

gets mad at you when you try to help
another friend. I think A. gets jealous.
She asked me never to talk to Sherri
again. I told her I could talk to anyone I
want. She started crying. Instead of
yelling at each other, I told her we should
sil down and talk things over like civilized
human beings.
"Afterwards she felt better and I felt
better. We decided if anyone needed help,
I would help the boys and she would help
the girls."
On nature: "Nature is a strange thing.
One day it snows, the next it's sunny. The
trees are so beautiful, it's a shame to cur
all the /fees down. Trees help clean our
air. nature is birds, fish, animal life . . .
Birds are funny. They lay eggs and out
comes a baby bird. This brings more of
nature out. I think God made nature so
we wouldn't be bored looking at the same
things. "
On death and dying: "/ guess people die
because God up in heaven pulls the plug
on them. He says it's time that guy came
up to visit me and (makes a popping
sound) there goes the plug!
"Sometimes I feel terrible about dying.
I don't think I'// liveforever but I still
have my future. Dying is not a good thing
to think about. If I died, I'd still like
people to say I was a good sport. A good
way for people to remember me is for me
not to die."

Because Jamie can be so articulate,
Janes was worried readers might not
understand the seriousness of his
impairment, so she asked him to illustrate
the book with his own art. His
kindergartenlike drawings painfully
remind of the reality of his retardation
and transform the book into a compelling
and convincing glimpse of the inner life of
a retarded person.
Even Terry Hunt, executive director of
the Association for Retarded Citizens,
says he has never seen anything like it.
"I am not familiar with any other book
like this," he said. "When you read the
book, you understood he (Jamie) was a
human; and regardless of his intellectual
capacity, there are still human needs he
has like you and me and everyone else:
understanding, companionship,
acceptance, love, socialization.
"In that book, you have a sense of
some of those needs that he, also, was
looking to be filled."

This fall, Janes is teaching a new home
skills class at the Northwest Wayne
Trainable Center, where she says she
would like to work for as long as she can.
Such programs did not exist when her
sister, as a child, had to be placed in what
was then Lapeer State Home. Today
Terry lives in a group heme in Plymouth.
"The d;iy she went, we dropped her off,
and the whole family sat in the car and
sobbed hysterically," she said. "We asked
each other if we should go back and get
her back out. We went to see her every
two weeks, and took her home summers.
But she was doing so well that we let her
stay out there. It all made a big
impression on me."
After high school, Janes volunteered at
a private institution for the trainable
retarded and then attended Eastern
Michigan University for a master's degree
in special education.
It was upon her graduation that she
began her work in Livonia.
"I love what I do," she said. "I don't
think there has been a boring day for 13
years."
As Janes begins her 14th year teaching
this fall, Jamie Guy moves on to pre
vocational training at the Northwest
Wayne Skills Center, which also is part of
the Livonia Public Schools. It is another
step in the pursuit of his dreams.
"I see him making a contribution to the
world he lives in," Janes said, "earning
some sort of salary, even if it is not real
high; paying taxes, perhaps even
exercising voting rights. I think he will be
a productive member of society."
Jamie has similar dreams for himself
and his vocational education plays a big
role.
"I will feel pre11y good about going to
the Skills Center, " he predicted in the
book. "One job I would like to do over
there is cooking . . . When I am all
finished with school, I would like to move
into an apartment, have my own
roommate, get up on time to get dressed
to go to work. I might have a special job
or attend a workshop . . . I will have lots
of new friends, maybe some old ones. It
all depends where I move to.
"I will be happy because it gives me a
chance to learn this world on my own,
and take things into my own hands."

-
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Stock Staying
as EMU Grid Boss

-
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Huron Cagers
off to Flying Start
After recording a 7-3 non-conference
record Eastern's men's basketball team
kept up its fast pace in the early stages of
the Mid-American Conference race.
The Hurons won their first two games
and managed to hold a share of the MAC
first-place spot through the first five
games. Eastern began league play with a
7 1 -70 win over Western Michigan on the
road.
From there the Hurons returned home
to dispose of Ohio U., 62-57, before losing
a 68-66 overtime thriller at Central
Michigan. Eastern then handed Bowling
Green a 79-71 setback followed by an 8469 victory over Kent State in a pair of
games played in Bowen Field House.
E M U senior forward Jeff Zatkoff
continues to lead the Huron club with his
1 7 points-per-game average and seven
rebounds per game mark. Zatkoff, a 6foot-9, 175-pounder, moved into the top
10 on the all-time EMU scoring list with a
total of I, 1 1 5 points through the first 15
games of '8 1 -82 and now ranks ninth in
scoring, just ahead of former All
American and now NBA star George
Gervin who scored 1,044 points for EMU.
But the Hurons are certainly not a one
man team. Zatkoff joins starters Jack
Brusewitz, Anthony White and Marlow
McClain as three-year starters and the
seasoned veterans have been the reason
for the quick start.
The immediate goal of the '81-82
Hurons is to qualify for the MAC post
season tournament and make it to the
final Final Four in the league
championships at Crisler Arena in Ann
Arbor March 5-6.

The Eastern Michigan University
administration showed its support for
head football chach Mike Stock by
announcing that he would be retained
as head coach for the 1982 foo1ball
season.
Stock took over the head coaching
duties in 1978 and while the battle to
return the EMU football program to
respectability has been a long one it
was felt that Stock and his staff have
done a fine job in recruiting student
athletes to participate in the football
program.
"I think we made the decision in a
very slow and deliberate fashion,"
EMU acting vice president for
university relations John Fountain
said. "It was a tough decision but it's
very important we get the program
turned around and win next year and
I think our chances are better with
Mike Stock than with anyone else."
"I'm very pleased that my superiors
acted on my recommendations
positively," E M U athletic director Alex
Agase said. "I feel that a high
percentage of the time you change,
you usually set the program back
three years. I'd rather gamble one
more year that we're going to get
this thing turned around than go
back three years."
Stock, a former assistant coach at
Notre Dame and Wisconsin, took over
the Huron program in 1978 when
then head coach Ed Chlebek left
abruptly to take over the head
coaching duties at Boston College.
Since becoming head coach the
Hurons are 6-35- 1 under Stock.
"There is no doubt that our being
retained has given me, the staff and
the players a tremendous lift," Stock
said. "I feel fortunate that president
Porter, Mr. Fountain and athletic
director Alex Agase have shown
enough confidence to return us for the
1982 season.
"I wouldn't have accepted this
position if I didn't think that we
could win, if I didn't know the
players wanted us back and if I
didn't feel the university was clearly
behind our program," Stock added. "I
know this move is not going to be
popular with some people. I just hope
the people that are dissatisfied don't
leave but that they stay in our corner
for another year because we need that
support. I hope they rally with the
institution and with what we are
trying to accomplish."

Lloyd Olds ' 1 6 Created Referee Shirt
Editor's Note: The .following is
reprinted from the magazine Referee, a
publication for sports officials. It concerns
Lloyd Olds, a 1916 graduate of Eastern
and originator of the striped referee shirt.

-

"I got my idea of the striped shirt from
an English soccer team that played an
exhibition game in October of I920 on the
playing fields in Detroit," recalled Dr.
Lloyd Olds, who for 65 years officiated
sports including football, basketball and
track.
"Of course, in those days officials
dressed in white, which was particularly
confusing. especially in basketball."
Olds, a former doctor of public health
who emerged from World War I with the
rank of Commander and won the navy's
Meritorious Service A ward, told Referee
the first time he used the vertically-striped
shirt was in Detroit at the 1921 Michigan
State High School Basketball
Championships, which he worked for 1 2
consecutive years. "When I appeared on
the basketball court in the striped shirt for

the first time I received plenty of boos
from the crowd," Olds remembered. But,
there was a specific reason he was looking
for an alternative to white shirts.
"Back around 1920 I was refereeing
the M ichigan Sta(e-Arizona football game
at East Lansing. The Arizona players were
all dressed in white, something we never
saw in Michigan due to the usual bad fall
weather. I was dressed in white too."
What transpired becomes amusing in
retrospect, but was not especially funny
that brisk fall afternoon.
"It was a close, tough game and I was
keeping my eye on the backs to prevent
rough play. We were on the Michigan
State three yardline when the Arizona
quarterback accidentally put the ball in
my tummy," Dr. Olds continued with
amusement. "Of course I dropped it and,
thank goodness, he recovered same."
The incident was the catalyst for
evolving the striped shirt. He took his
idea to George Moe, a friend who owned
a sport shop. Subsequently a prototype
was manufactured and the rest is history.

1 981 Football Awards Announced
The Eastern M ichigan University
football team officially completed the
1981 season at the 19th Annual
Football Bust held Monday, Nov. 23,
1 9 8 1 , at the Plymouth Hilton Inn.
The E M U football squad selected
its most valuable players; two
academic awards were announced and
four top high school football coaches
were honored at the banquet.
Senior split end Jeff Dackin and
sophomore tailback Ricky Calhoun
shared the James M. "Bingo" Brown
Award as co-Most Valuable Players
on offense and sophomore inside
linebacker David Marshall was named
the winner of the John E. Borowiec
Award as the Most Valuable
Defensive player.
Other individual awards went to
freshman linebacker Mike Dailey and
senior linebacker Al Lux. Dailey was
the Elton J. Rynearson Award as the
top Scholar-Athlete on the team after
posting a 3.57 grade point average.
Lux was named the winner of the
Harold E. Sponberg Award for the
top scholar-athlete among down
lineman with a 2.89 grade point
average.
Dackin closed out his EMU career
as the top pass catcher on the '81
Huron team with 35 catches for 440
yards. He finished his career as the
third-leading pass receiver in E M U
history with 79 receptions for I,026
yards, ranking him fifth in yardage.
Calhoun became the first Huron in
three seasons to gain 900 yards as he
rushed for 971 yards on 235 carries

in 1 98 1 . That total is the best for an
EMU back since the 1 977 season
when Bobby Windom gained 1,322.
Calhoun also caught 36 passes for
256 yards and he led the team in
scoring with five touchdowns.
Marshall paced the '81 Hurons in
tackles during the season with 1 1 0 on
28 solos and 82 assists.
Also receiving awards at the
banquet were four high school coaches
with E M U degrees.
The Class A "Coach of the Year"
as selected by the Football Bust
Committee was Royal Oak Kimball
High School coach Paul Temerian.
The 1953 EMU graduate led his
Kimball team to a 9-1 record in
1981. He won the Class A award
from the committee in both 1977 and
1978.
The Class B ''Coach of the Year"
was Willow Run High School's Don
Stewart. Stewart, a three-year
letterman as a quarterback for the
Hurons, directed his Willow Run
Flyer team to a I 0- 1 record in 1981
before his squad bowed out of the
state Class B playoffs in the semi
finals.
The Class C "Coach of the Year"
was Armada High School's Ed
Wuestenberg. The 1958 EMU graduate
guided his Armada team to a 6-3
record in 1981.
The Class D "Coach of the Year"
was Ann Arbor Gabriel Richard High
School coach Bill Giarmo. Giarmo \ed
Gabriel Richard to a 7-3 record and
a berth in the Class D playoffs. He;
is a 1979 EMU graduate.

I ntramural Building on Schedule
Construction of Eastern Michigan's new
Recreational / Intramural building is on
schedule and should be operational for
the 1982 Fall Semester.
The $ 1 8,146,000 facility encompasses
172,000 square feet and will provide
students with the best in modern
recreational facilities for year-round
weekday and weekend use. Among the
features of the new facility are 1 5

racquetball/ handball courts, four
basketball courts, two multipurpose
gumnasiums, a weight room, a sauna and
slimnastics room, and a 50-meter pool.
Students have been involved in
planning the facility from the very
beginning and a commlltee with a
majority of students will manage and
schedule the building to ensure student
needs are met.

Soccer Team Places Four
on All-M ichigan Teams
Eastern's men's soccer team may
not have enjoyed its best season to
date, finishing the 198 1 season with a
5-9-1 record, but the Hurons still
placed one man on the first and
three men on the second All-Michigan
teams, as chosen by the state of
Michigan National Soccer Coaches
Association of America.
Collecting first team honors for the
Hurons were sophomore Back Taiwo
Layeni (Federal Government College,
Nigeria). From his defensive position
Layeni scored one goal and had one
assist.
Three other Hurons were honored
by being selected to the second All
Michigan team. They are seniClr Pablo

Goic, junior Bjorn Saljemar, and
sophomore Brian Borde. Saljemar, a
native of Dusseldorf, Germany, led
the Hurons in scoring during the
1 981 season collecting seven goals and
two assists. Senior Forward Pablo
Goic, from Coleg10, San Juan, was
right behind his Huron teammate
scoring five goals and two assists.
Rounding out the Huron trio is Ann
Arbor sophomore Brian Borde. Borde,
who attended Ann Arbor Huron
H.S., is a two-year letter winner and
is in charge of the goal tending.
Eastern Michigan, M ichigan State,
and Spring Arbor are the only
schools to place four members on the
two All-Michigan teams.
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G ift of Stock Will Assist Col lege
of Technology

Beardslee Scholarship Established
A scholarship for freshmen students
who are residents of Independence
Township, Michigan, and graduated from
Clarkston High School was recently
established by Anson G. and Marian
Raymond. The Grant Ebenezar Tuttle
Beardslee Scholarship was established in
memory of Mrs. Raymond's father. Mrs.
Raymond is a 1935 graduate, and Mr.
Raymond was named, by the Alumni
Association, as an honorary alumnus
during October's homecoming program.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond currently reside
in Dunedin, Florida.
The endowed scholarship was initiated
when the Raymond's presented a check
for $2,500 to Eastern Michigan. Included
with the check was a matching gift form
from the Exxon Corporation, which
matched the gift on a three to one basis.
When receiving the gift on behalf of the
University, Greg Kcroch, director of
development, stated that the generosity of
Mr. and Mrs.- Raymond will significantly
assist many students in the years ahead.
"In this age of sky rocketing educational
costs and declining amounts of other
types of financial aid, scholarship support
provided by loyal and interested alumni,
such as the Raymonds, is critical. 1
honestly believe, that were it not for such
people many students who are now at
Eastern Michigan would not be here
because they could not afford to attend
college or continue their education. The
University and the students who will
benefit from this scholarship are most
grateful."
Though the final details of the
scholarship are still being developed,
present plans do require prospective
scholarship recipients to have at least five
years residence in Independence
Township, and a minimum of two years
attendance at a public high school in the
Township. Additionally, preference will be
given to applicants who reside in the
Township's Sashabow Plains Area.
The only academic requirements for the
award is that the applicants be accepted
for admission as a freshman studt:nt to

the regular academic year at Eastern.
The first award is expected to be
awarded in May, 1983. Depending upon
the annual earnings generated from the
fund, the scholarship is expected to range
from $1,000 to a maximum of twice the
annual tuition at EMU. As the fund
increases and the earnings therefrom
increase, more than one scholarship may
be awarded.
The Grant E.T. Beardslee Scholarship is
to be one of the scholarships to be
granted under a Marian Beardslee
Raymond scholarship program.
Mrs. Raymond entered Eastern
Michigan University ( Michigan State
Normal College) in I93 1 and obtained her
Bachelor of Science degree in Education
in 1935. She was a teacher in Royal Oak
and Dearborn. She obtained her Master's
degree in Educational Administration in
1938 from the University of M ichigan.
While attending Eastern Michigan, she
was active in student affairs, was elected
after her freshman year to the Stoics, an
honorary society, and was president of the
Women's League in her senior year. She
met her husband, Anson G. Raymond,
while attending the Graduate School at
the University of Michigan and they were
married in September, 1 940. Mr.
Raymond did his undergraduate and
graduate work in Engineering at the
University of Michiga:1, his graduate
studies in finance and management at
New York University in New York City,
and obtained his Doctor of Law degree
from Fordham University in New York
City. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond are members
of the Presidents Club at the University of
M ichigan.
Mr. Raymond, originally from Owosso,
Michigan, was employed as a Chemical
Engineer by the Atlantic Refining
Company in Philadelphia prior to World
War 11, was a Captain in the war, and
went with Exxon Corporation, formerly
Standard Oil Co. (N.J.) after the war. He
retired as assistant tax counsel from
Exxon Corporation in New York City in
December, 1 976. He is a member of the
New York Bar.

An nual Giving Coordinator Appoi nted
Robert L. Fricker, director of public
relations at Andover Newton Theological
School in Newton Centre, Mass., has been
appointed coordinator of annual giving in
Eastern's Development Office.
Born in Stamford, Conn., Fricker
earned his bachelor's degree in theological
studies from Boston University School of
Theology. He has completed additional
graduate studies at the University of
Virginia and Wesley Theological
Seminary.
Prior to his EMU appointment, Fricker
served as public relations director for the
Andover Newton Theological School and
as a director at the School for the Arts

House at Boston University. He has had
extensive experience in public relations,
development, publications and alumni
affairs.
Fricker is 28.
At EMU Fricker will assist in planning,
preparing and implementing the
University's development program.
Specifically, he will plan annual programs
for soliciting alumni, friends, parents,
faculty, staff and corporations and assist in
establishing a thorough gift record system.
Fricker's primary responsibility will be in
administering EM U's annual student
alumni Phonathon.
His appointment was effective Sept. 29.

A gift of nearly 850 shares of stock
valued at approxjmately $45,000, was
recently contributed to Eastern M ichigan.
The donor, who wishes to remain
anonymous, asked that the gift be used by
the College of Technology.
According to Dr. Alvin Rudisill, Dean
of the College, a decision has not yet been
made as to the particular use, or uses, of
the gift. Rudisill explained that a probable
use of the gift will be to provide student
scholarship support.
l'n expressing his appreciation for the
gift, Rudisill stated that he was most
grateful for not only the direct impact the
gift will have on the College, but it also
serves as a vote of confidence in our
programs and the needs they are meeting.
The College of Technology, EMU's
newest college, was established in 1 980. 1n
its short existence the college and its
programs have proven to be very popular
with students and many businesses and
corporations.
.
The creation of this unique college has
been seen as an important step in helping
area businesses meet their growing need
for employees who are trained, and have
received "hands-on" experience with many
of today's newest technological
equipment.
The State Legislature has seen this as
such a needed program, that they in their
most recent budget allocation awarded the
college $525,000 for the development of
its programs and facilities.

If you would like additional
information concerning Eastern
Michigan's Planned Giving Program,
please return the coupon below.
To: J.H. Fogel
Development Office
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

r------------------ 1
D Yes, l would like information
about Estate Planning.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE _____ ZIP

PHONE _____________
(Home)

(Business)

AGE
COMMENTS

1 982 Phonathon To Feature
Alumni Callers

·I

I
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For the first time in its five-year history
students and alumni will serve as callers in
the annual Phonathon this spring.
Twenty-four alumni will gather in
McKenny Union's phonathon room on
March 8 to kick off the Phonathon.
Alumni are currently involved in planning
the Phonathon and are organizing to
recruit callers. Margaret Bell, '52, is the
Phonathon Chair and is working with
evening captains for each of the nine
nights of alumni calling.
"Even though using alumni as callers is
new at EMU, they are the backbone of
Phonathons at many Universities,"
according to Robert Fricker, Coordinator
of Annual Giving. "The Phonathon
combines the pleasure of talking with
fellow alumni and classmates with raising
alumni support for the University."
The Student Foundation is responsible
for planning the student involvement in
the Phonathon. Dawn Poleski, a junior
majoring in Occupational Therapy, is
heading up this year's efforts. She is
working with a number of committees to
involve the student organizations on
campus in the Phonathon. Student

organizauons are invited to compete
against each other to see which
organization can raise the largest number
of pledges. Trophies and other prizes are
awarded. "Students enjoy working on the
Phonathon and their contact with alumni.
This will help make them more active
alumni when they graduate," commented
Ms. Poleski.
The Phonathon is the cornerstone of
the E. M. U. Annual Fund. Last year the
Phonathon resulted in 4,033 alumni
pledges for a record total of $73,484. The
goal of this year's Phonathon is to raise
$80,000 from at least 4,500 alumni.
"Before we can receive support from
corporations and foundations, we must
demonstrate that our alumni are
committed to EMU and are willing to
support it," said Fricker.
Each evening will begin with a training
session to help the callers feel more
comfortable and be more effective.
Alumni who might be interested in
participating as a caller during the
Phonathon are encouraged to contact the
Development Office at 487-0252 for more
information.

-
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Gifts of
Property Made
Eastern Michigan has recently received
two gifts of property from a University
alumnus and three friends.
Mrs. June P. Carleton ( Perryman), a
1940 graduate, contributed a parcel of
property in the Ypsilanti Area. Mrs.
Carleton, who is now living in Florida,
contributed the property in memory of
her mother, Lila Perryman, a long-time
Ypsilanti area resident who died in 1969.
Mrs. Carleton, left the disposition of
use of the property to the discretion of
Eastern Michigan.
An additional gift of property, adjacent
to campus, has been contributed by Mr.
and Mrs. Cruse Moss, Mrs. E. Hannah
Putsch, and Mr. William C. Martin. The
property has long been on a University
list of desired acquisitions.
According to John Fogel, Director of
Planned Giving, tangible gifts of property
such as these can be extremely beneficial
to the University. The use or sale of
property can enhance E M U programs, or
provide additional space for expansion of
programs, parking or facilities.
[(

California and Arizona Alumni Meet
During the month of December, many
of Eastern M ichigan's California and
Arizona alumni took time out of their
busy schedules to meet with one another
and receive a report on the state of the
University.
In a trip that was scheduled to coincide
with the Mid-America Conference
California Bowl in Fresno, John
Fountain, acting vice president of
University Relations, and Greg Koroch,
director of development, made stops in
Sun City, Arizona; Los Angeles, San
Diego, and San Francisco. According to
Fountain, the response at each of the
receptions was very enthusiastic. "It had
been five years since anyone from E M U
had made it out to the West Coast," said
Fountain. "Consequently many of the
alumni in attendance were eager to hear
about the University, since many had not
been back in some years. We were
grateful for such a warm response, and
look forward to returning."
Fountain also extended his thanks to
each of the chairpeople who helped plan
each reception. They were: Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Webb, Los Angeles; Mr. and
Mrs. David Prakken, San Diego; Mr.
Robert Evans, San Francisco; Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Hawk, and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Jyleen, Arizona.

Co-chairmen Ken Hawk, lefr, and Jack Jyleen, righr, helped plan rhe Arizona receprion.

Eastern Supported by Student Foundation

Editor's Note: The following is
reprinred wth the permission of The
£astern Echo.

-

If you think the Student Foundation is
just another student organization, you're
wrong.
This group of students is highly
organized and dedicated to the cause of
promoting Eastern, as well as helping
present and future students get more out
of University life.
"I wanted to be involved in something,
but I didn't know what. When I saw the
proposal (for Student Foundation), I was
really impressed," said Kendra Gardner,
Student Foundation president.
The Student Foundation was
established at Eastern's campus during the
winter of 1981 and the person responsible
for it is Greg Koroch, Director of
Development and a member of the
Foundation's advisory board.
Koroch said of the group, "It has
potential if they (the students) believe in
it, but it depends on them."
The Foundation has several branches
with varied responsibilities. Primarily,
they are: concentrating on developing
community relations, maintaining contact
with alumni through such programs as the
Alumni Career Series and the Phonathon,
and getting EMU seniors to become active
alumni through an effort called the Senior
Challenge.

"Right now, we are trying to get
graduating seniors to donate money for a
class gift . . . a gift maybe the
administration would not purchase, but
the students would like to have," said
Gardner of the challenge.
"I would like to see the senior challenge
become an important program . . . to
identify leadership, to find out what
interests them, and to find out what they
would like to give to the U niversity," said
Koroch.
The Student Foundation has strong ties
with the development and alumni offices.
One of their functions is to secure
donations from alumni.
"The budget cuts make it more vital for
alumni to participate; their donations are
no longer the icing on the cake,
(donations are) essential," emphasized
Bob Fricker, Coordinator of Annual
Giving and adviser for the Student
Foundation.
Koroch also stressed the importance of
students becoming active alumni saying,
"There are many students receiving
scholarships from alumni donations . . .
some of the equipment used in classes
wouldn't be there if it wasn't for
donations from alumni . . . many students
don't realize that. It's too bad."
Some students may feel bitter about
recent budgetary restrictions and reduced
student financial aid but Gayle Berk, one
of the vice presidents of the Student

Foundation, looks beyond that. "I think if
I can do something to help another
student and the University, that's what's
important."
"It's really good to be involved in fund
raising to help the University, especially
now with the budget cuts. People are
complaining, they ought to do something
to help out," stressed Gardner.
"Anyone who wants to set up the
University as the bad guy (isn't) going to
be involved in the Student Foundation,
but those who want to help things grow
(at EMU) and to have input will become
active with the Foundation," speculated
Fricker.
Gardner said she believes that the
Student Foundation can really become an
integral part of the University. "If people
know what we are, I think if they did
they'd join us," she explained.
Berk put it this way: "People use to say
'What's that, what's that' ( of Student
Foundation) but that's turning to 'I've
heard of that.' I'm really proud that it's
turned into something substantial. I think
we'll make our mark at the University."

Eastern Michigan University has
recently initiated a search for a
Director of Alumni Relations. Given
the importance to you and the
University of this position, we are
informing you of this opening and
reproducing the advertisement that has
run in other publications.
We urge all qualified candidates to
apply.
Director of Alumni Relations
Eastern Michigan University, a state
supported institution with approximately
19,000 students, located 30 miles west of
Detroit, is seeking a Director of Alumni
Relations to manage the personnel, financial
and operational activities of the Alumni
Relations Office. Requires a bachelor's
degree or an equivalent combination of
education and experience, some knowledge
of university operations and programs, and
two to four years experience in alumni
relations or related work. Salary range:
S23,68 I-S33,532, plus liberal fringe benefits.
Conpleted applications are requested by
Feb. 26, 1982; however the search shall
remain open until the position is filled.
A standard application may be obtained
from and must be returned to:
Eastern Michigan University
Personnel Office
1 12 Welch Hall
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
(313) 487-3430
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer and Educational Institution
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Track Program Receives Major G ift
Eastern Michigan's Track Program has,
for the third year in a row, been the
recipient of a $ I 0,000 gift from Jack
Jyleen '32. The gift will be added to the
"Jack Jyleen Track Fund". The purpose
of this endowed fund is to help pay

tuition differential charges for out-of-state
student-athletes, and to provide a stipend
for one or more graduate or
undergraduate assistants for the varsity
men's track program.
In recognition of Mr. Jyleen's
continuing and outstanding support of the
Track Program, the Track Alumni Club
recently named him as a winner of "Track
Alumni Club Distinguished Service
Award." The presentation was made at
Homecoming ceremonies.

Upon being made aware of the Jyleen
gift, Track Coach Bob Parks, talked of the
importance of Mr. Jyleen's support, and
how it is helping the Track Program to
maintain its winning tradition. "We are
proud that track at EMU is so well

respected, and so many people have seen
fit to support our program", said Parks.
This support, combined with Mr. Jyleen's
outstanding gifts will do a great deal in
providing the necessary tools in effect to
continue keeping EMU track successful."
Jyleen is a former partner in Industrial
Metal Products in Lansing, and former
owner of Jyleen Machinery Sales. He and
his wife, Clara, currently reside in
Arizona.

Planned G iving Program I nitiated
At their August meeting, the Board of
Regents and the University took action to
fund and activate a Planned Giving
operation within the Development Office.
The Board formally appointed John H.
Fogel as Planned Giving Officer for the
University. Working within the
Development area, and in cooperation
with the Alumni Relations Office, Fogel
will be responsible for the development
and implementation of a broad,
comprehensive Planned Giving Program.
Greg Koroch, Director of Development,
said: "The University views Planned
Giving as vital to its future stability and
recognizes the necessity of building a large
endowment and scholarship base to
withstand the ever-increasing fluctuations
of state and federal funding. Indeed, the
trends are in that direction for all
charitable and educational institutions."
Planned Giving is service-oriented and
designed to provide assistance to EMU
alumni, faculty and friends in areas of
vital concern to everyone. "Estate
Planning" considers the accumulation,
conservation and transfer of material
assets at death in a manner designed to
maximize the benefits to the donor, his
family or heirs and institutions or
organizations he believes in and supports.
The University expects to offer all the
various trust and annuity devices used in
estate planning and the internal
procedures to receive, administer, invest
the gifts fod prepare tax reports for the
donors.
Individual counseling and assistance to
prospective donors will be a cornerstone

of the program. Fogel said, "that while we
do not offer legal advice, it is our
intention to provide information which
will enable people to plan their estate to
obtain maximum use of their assets and
investments."
According to authorities in the field
including syndicated Columnist Sylvia
Porter and others, the recent and massive
changes included in the Tax Act of 1981
are a prime example of the need to "stay
current" in estate plans.
"Recheck your will at once. Even if
you are in a middle-income bracket
Sylvia Porter - August 26, 1981
. to get the maximum advantage
out of these changes, wills and estate
planning must be reviewed and the
sooner the better."
Research Institute Recommendations
Research Institute of America August 21, 1981
Fogel added that, "Most people go
through this process no more than once
or twice in a lifetime and they need
information and assistance to be able to
make the "one best" decision for them.
Through articles like this and other
publications, we hope to provide that help
to our friends and, by working with their
legal and other advisers, carry out their
decisions to the greater benefit of
themselves, their family and their
University."

An nual Fund Offers Challenge, Opportunity
The award received by Eastern
Michigan University last July for
increased alumni support was a fitting
conclusion to the first phase in EM U's
Annual Giving program. Established in
1975, the Annual Giving program has
helped EMU maintain its margin of
excellence by providing extra money for
scholarships and needed equipment. In
1975, the number of high school students
headed for college was just beginning to
decline and in retrospect, the national and
state economy were in a better condition
than now.
Today, the economy in Michigan is
suffering through its worst period in
decades. This has reduced the amount of
assistance the University receives from the
State. Like its sister institutions in
Michigan, EMU has taken a number of
steps to reduce its budget while
maintaining the quality of its educational
program.

The problems in higher education have
been compounded by the declining
number of high school seniors available to
go on to College. This has meant EMU
must work increasingly hard to maintain
the current level of students, let alone
attract additional students to compensate
for the reduction in state assistance.
Though the University is drastically
cutting its budget, current students are
facing regular increases in tuition as the
University is forced to rely on tuition
revenues to cover a larger and larger
portion of its budget. This is quite a
change; until recently, tuition revenues
provided only a small portion of the
University's budget.
The challenge is clear, EMU must
attract increasing amounts of private
support if it is to continue offering its
quality education at a reasonable· price.
This challenge includes the opportunity for

alumni to significantly help their alma
mater.
Fortunately, alumni are recognizing the
University needs their support. In 1981,
6,625 alumni and friends contributed
$660,000 to EMU. These funds are being
used for a variety of purposes, ranging
from scholarship aid to purchasing new
equipment.
During these most difficult times, we
hope that many alumni will help Eastern
Michigan meet the challenge because they
are grateful for the education they
received as a student, and they want to
see EMU remain one of the fine
universities in Michigan.
The Annual Fund is one of the most
important ways alumni can help the
University meet the challenges it faces.
Due to the need for increased alumni
support, the Annual Fund is changing so
that it can become even more effective,

and helpful to EMU.
I. The Alumni Board and other
alumni volunteers are playing an
increasing role in creating new
alumni and development programs.
2. The 1982 Phonathon will begin with
nine nights of alumni calling.
Previously only students were
involved in phoning.
3. Improved office equipment will
permit the Development Office to
work with more of its alumni on a
personal basis.
4. The Colleges are beginning to get
involved in alumni affairs, and
development. This is an area with
great promise-more details about
this will appear in the next issue of
Eastern.

The challenges facing the University are
real. At the same time, the opportunity
for alumni to make a meaningful impact
on their alma mater has never been
greater.

I
Judy Goodman, '62, Alumni Association President, presents the Distinguished Alumnus A ward 10
Dr. Donald M. Currie, '47, former Executive Director of the Michigan Association of School
Administrators.

-I
I

Enjoying the conviviality of the Friday evening alumni homecoming dinner are, left to right, Edward
Meade, '54, Jeannine Meade, Ralph Gilden, and Renee and Duane Bondy, '51. Duane and Renee
have served as East coast hosts for alumni activities.
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Physical Education Complex Named
After Alumnus
Gertrude M. Eppler '3 1 , a faculty
member of Bowling Green State
University for 28 years, was honored by
that university recently with the
dedication of the Gertrude M. Eppler
Physical Education complex.
The new, multi-purpose activity
structure was built on the site of the
former university natatorium. The I 52-by70 foot activity area joins the renovated
north and south gymnasiums,
transforming all three structures into one
large complex.

level before entering college. She received
a bachelor's degree from Michigan
State Normal College (now EMU) and a
master's degree from the University of
Michigan.
Before joining the faculty at Bowling
Green in 1941, Eppler taught physical
education in Michigan public schools and
supervised physical education programs
for Rackham School on the EMU
campus.
She served as chair of the Women's
Division of the Health and Physical

Three Alumni Tou rs Planned to Bermuda,
Hawai i, Europe
The Alumni Office is sponsoring three
travel excursions this spring including a
Bermuda cruise, a trip to Hawaii and a
tour of Europe.
Travelers to Bermuda will sail on the
SS Veendam sailing from New York on
April 10, 1982, to Hamilton, Bermuda.
The ship will remain in Hamilton for
three and a half days. While in port, the
Veendam will act as the hotel.
The cruise price includes:
-all meals while on board,
-entertainment,
-various daily activities,
-airport transfers in New York,
-captain's cocktail reception and farewell
dinner,
-special alumni reception,
-complimentary bottle of champagne in
each stateroom,
Personal items such as laundry services,
gambling expenses, alcoholic beverages
and airfare to New York are not
included. Optional share excursions are
available for purchase on board.
The price for the Bermuda Cruise is
$1195 with a deposit of $300 per person
required.
The Hawaii tour departs Wednesday,
October 6, 1982, from Detroit.
The tour includes:
-traditional flower lei greeting,
-special aloha welcome briefing,
-Hawaiian escort,
-city tour of old and new Honolulu,

STEPS TO JOIN A TOUR
Step 1 -Fill out application form and mail
together with deposit.
Step 2 -By return mail you will receive
confirmation of your reservations.
Step 3 -Final billing will be sent approxi
mately 6 weeks prior to departure.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO
"YOUR MAN TOURS"

-international market place,
-circle island tour,
-famous Kodak hula show,
-pre-registered rooms,
-advance seat reservations
- all taxes and services,
-guaranteed departure.
Cost per person for the Hawaiian tour
is $739, based on double occupancy. A
deposit of $ 1 00 is required.
The European tour departs from
Detroit July 19, 1982, for a seven country,
fifteen day tour of Western Europe,
including England, France, Switzerland,
Italy, Austria, Germany and Holland.
The cost is $725 per person plus airfare
based on double occupancy.
The European tour includes:
-touring by first class air-conditioned
motorcoach and cross-channel hovercraft
- superior tourist hotels for 13 nights, all
rooms with private bath or shower
-20 meals, 1 3 continental breakfasts, seven
dinners
-guided half-day sightseeing, admissions
fees included
-free beers at London pubs
-30 percent on a Bateau Moche cruise, 1 0
percent reduction on the Casino de Paris
-free drink at Roman nightclubs
-professional services of a tour manager
throughout
-transportation between airports and
hotels in Europe
-baggage handling, taxes and tips
-complete vacation kit and a spacious
travel bag.

Gertrude Eppler is surrounded by EMU friends at the dedication of the Gertrude Eppler Physical
Education complex at Bowling Green State University.

The $ 1 .2 million project was begun two
years ago.
Eppler was largely responsible for the
phenomenal growth and development of
programs that are now encompassed
within the School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation at Bowling
Green. Her career as a physical educator
spans a period of nearly SO years, the last
28 of which were at Bowling Green.
A native of Chelsea, Michigan, Eppler
graduated from high school at the age of
16 and taught sports at the high school

Awa rds N o m i nat i o n s Welcom ed
The Alumni Awards Committee
invites you to nominate successful
alumni you feel are deserving of the
following categories of honors:
I) Distinguished Alumnus Award must be graduates of 25 years or more
and shall have distinguished themselves
and Eastern in service to mankind and
demonstrated continuing interest in the
University.
2) Alumni Honors Award graduates of ten years or more. The
award is based on outstanding loyalty
to the college and evidence that the

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
For Bermuda and
For Hawaii trip:
European trips:
Your Man Tours
Travel Bureau of
24820 Michigan Ave.
Ypsilanti
Dearborn, M l 48124
2 1 1 Ferris
1-800-482-1560
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
OR

(313) 484-0430

(Please Note: All deposits must be accompanied by this tour application form.)

r--------------------------------------- ,

I
I
I
I
I
I

TOUR APPLICATION FORM
D Bermuda
D Hawaii
D Europe

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss ___ _ ______________________

_

_

_ _
_

Street ________________ City _________ ___

I
I
I
I

State & Zip ____________ Phone ______ ________
Roommate's Name

( )
) SMOKING
!- --------------------------------------�

I

(

NON-SMOKING

college education has functioned in his
or her life as shown by activities.
3) Young Alumnus Award graduates of less than ten years to be
based on an honor bestowed upon the
recipient, or any evidence that the
college education has functioned in his
or her life as shown by activities.
Indicate individual names and
reasons for your nominations. Please
forward your nominations to the Office
for Alumni Relations, where they will
be kept on file for annual committee
review.

r - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Office for Alumni Relations
EMU
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
(313) 487-0250

I/We hereby request to be registered as
members of the following tour:
Group Sponsor: EMU Alumni Assoc.

Education Department at Bowling Green
from its inception in 1943 until her
retirement in 1969. During that time, the
department grew from a staff of three to a
total of 20 full-time instructors and 300
women majors.
Eppler is a past president of the Ohio
Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation and of the
women's physical education section of the
Ohio College Association.
She now resides in Sun City, Arizona,
and was on hand for the dedication
ceremonies.

I
Alumni candidates for these awards will be selected by the Board of Directors this
I
summer and will be honored Homecoming Weekend, October 16, 1982.
I
I
I
Alumni A ward Nomination
I
1 would like to nominate ___________________ for the
I
FIRS'I
L/\S'f
MIDDLE
I
_________________
______ award.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
I
I
Attached is a letter of support for their nomination.
I
I
Date ___________ Signature _____________ __
I
I ---------------------------------------1

Alumni Directory Helps Locate
'Lost' Friends
Where are your classmates? What are
they doing? What's happening now at
Eastern?
The Eastern Michigan University
Alumni Directory is a handsome volume
you can display with pride in your home
or office. It also serves as a complete, up
to-date reference work enabling you to
locate ''lost" friends and classmates
anywhere in the world.
The directory contains a complete
section in interesting information on the
University itself . . . its schools, campus
facilities, awards and a fine selection of
recent photographs.
The Eastern Michigan AluIT'ni

Directory is available exclusively to
alumni and University officials and will
not be made available for sale to others at
any price. The information it contains is
solely for the use of those listed within,
for communications of a personal nature.
Locate any EMU alumnus quickly and
easily. The entire directory is conveniently
alphabetized by name, and maiden name
for married alumnae. There will also be
separate sections listing alumni by class
year and geographic location.
Act now to reserve your copy of the
Eastern Michigan University Alumni
Directory.

Alumni Directory
Order Form

Four Receive College Alumni Awards
The following four individuals
received 1981 Outstanding Alumni
Awards in the College of Human
Services.
Christine Granaderos, R. D.
Home Economics Major - 1980
Granaderos graduated with a
dietetics major in the home economics
curriculum. While a student, she was
most active in Eastern's Student
Section of the American Home
Economics Association and the
foods/ nutrition subject matter section;
a junior member of the American
Dietetic Association; one of the
founders of the Home Economics
Alumni Association.
Upon graduation, she received the
Home Economics Department's
Outstanding Student Award. Presently,
Granaderos is a registered dietician,
employed at the Detroit Metropolitan
Hospital, and is a member of the
Advisory Committee for the dietetic
major in the home economics
curriculum at Eastern.
Kathleen Hawley, Assistant Professor
Nursing Education - 1976
Hawley is a graduate of EM U's
generic nursing program. She
graduated with honors and achieved
the highest score in the state of
Michigan on the 1 977 State Board
Test Pool Examination for nurse
licensure in the area of maternity
nursing. In 1976-1978 she developed
and implemented discharge classes for
postpartum mothers at the University
of Michigan Medical Center. She was
promoted to head nurse in 1977 and

entered the Master's Degree Program
in Nursing at the University of
Michigan in 1978. While a graduate
student, she was elected to Sigma
Theta Tau, national nursing honorary
society.
Frances Herrick Swailes, M.A., OTR
Occupational Therapy
Swailes is the first graduate of the
Occupational Therapy Program to be
honored during alumni activities. She
headed EM U's Occupational Therapy
Program for 25 years, sustaining a
dedicated interest in students and
graduates and in the handicapped and
disabled people they served. She 1s
professor emeritus at Eastern.
Diane Blumson
Social Work - 1972
Blumson earned a MSW from the
University of Michigan in 1976 and
has been employed at Ozone House
in Ann Arbor. She has performed
various professional roles at Catholic
Social Services of Washtenaw County
since 1973. Currently, she· serves as
the counseling services supervisor for
Catholic Social Services and has a
private practice in family counseling.
From 1976-1978, Blumson was a
half-time faculty member in EM U's
Social Work Program and developed
two courses, "Social Work, Sex and
the Family" and "Social Work, Law
and the Family," which are regular
components of the curriculum. She
has served as a field placement
instructor and periodically teaches on
a part-time basis.

*************************
Mark Your Calendar

ORDER NOW AND SAVE
A most valuable addition to your home o r business library. More than 600 pages o f
useful, interesting information . . . alphabetical, class year and geographic listings of
EMU alumni.

D I've enclosed a check in the amount of ________
(payable to E M U Alumni Association)
Signa1 ure _______________________ Da1c____

ADDRESS__
CITY ____

_
_ _____

________

_______

_

_
_ ___________

__ PHONE___________

________ STATE ___

_

********-,\,****************
Budget considerations have limited
participation by E M U staff in College
Day/ Night programs sponsored by
Michigan high schools.
Alumni and parents of currently
enrolled students have been particularly
helpful in representing Eastern at these

functions.
Alumni and parents are needed for next
year's college nights. Anyone interested in
participating should contact the Office for
Alumni Relations.
The following is a list of this year's
participating alumni parents and alumni.

_______ ZIP _____

S H I P TO (Name} ______________________________
CITY_____________ STATE ____________ ZIP ______

Mail to: E M U Alumni Directory
Office for Alumni Relations
202 McKenny Hall
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

Chemistry Alumni Banquet Planned
The Department of Chemistry
Alumni and Awards Banquet is
scheduled for the evening of Friday,
April 16, 1982.
Featured speaker is Dr. Robert W.
Parry, president of the American

OCTOBER 1 6, 1982

Alumni and Parents Represent EMU
at College Days/N ights

Number of Directories Desired:
@ $ 1 2.50 each Pre-Publication Price
@ $18.75 each Post-Publication Price

NAME ( please print) _______

HOMECOMING 1982

Chemical Society.
For further information and to
make reservations, contact Dr. 0.
Bertrand Ramsay, acting head of the
department, (313) 487-0 I 06.

Location

Oscoda High School
Kirtland Community College
Petoskey High School
Remus-Chippewa Hills High School
Gogebic Community College
Houghton High School
Portland High School
Iron Mountain High School
Menominee High School
Bay de Noc Community College
Marquette High School
Ludington High School
Manistee High School
Traverse City High School
Alpena High School

Representative

Title

Jerri Lynne Richardson
Ralph Gilden
Bonnie Willings
Lois & John Heitkamp
Brian Ciesielczyk
Patricia Robertson
Elvin Betts
Robert & Olive Hinkley
James & Germain Vincent
Robert & Kathy Miller
Bernard Treado
Donna Collins
John Carter
Mary Jane Drilling
Joyce McCoy

Alumna
Alumnus
Alumna
Alumni
Alumnus
Alumna
Alumnus
Parents
Parents
Alumni
Alumnus
Alumna
Alumnus
Parent
Alumna
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Alumnus Taught for 39 Years

Numerous Activities Highlighted
Homecoming

Carol J. Stewart '28, MA '59 recently
visited campus.
Stewart earned a life certificate in I 928
and a master's degree in administration
and supervision from EMU.
She is a native of Michigan who moved
to California two years ago. Currently,
she resides in Highland, Calif., with her
husband Maurice.
Stewart taught in the Ypsilanti Public
Schools for 39 years. Also she was a music
director at East Junior High School for 1 3
years. She began her teaching career in
Imlay City, Mich.
She is a member of the Women's City
Club, Alpha Delta Kappa, AAUW,
Business and Professional Club and the
Michigan and California retired teachers
organizations.
Carol J. Stewart

Volunteers Needed for Alumni Outreach
Program
One of the top priorities of the Alumni
Office is the Student Identification and
Recognition of Excellence Award
(SIREA) program. The objectives of the
SIR EA program are to actively involve
alumni in the identification of talented
students who would benefit from the
Eastern experience and to increase the
number of students who are admitted and
actually enroll at Eastern.
Alumni volunteers and liaisons in the
SIREA program have been innuential in
increasing new student enrollment and
insuring that the quality of our student
body remains high. Students frequently

report that they came to Eastern because
of the positive contact they received from
an alum.
We are at mid year at Eastern and
recruiting efforts for the 1982 fall semester
are well under way. What can you do to
help? As an alumnus or alumna, we invite
you to become active in our Alumni
Outreach program. There are many levels
of involvement and any assistance that
you can provide would be welcomed. All
you need to do is clip, fill out and return
the Alumni Outreach form below. We will
be in touch with you as soon as we
receive your enrollment form.

EASTERN ALUMNI OUTREACH PROGRAM
Volunteers needed to assist
with the Alumni Outreach
program. Experience not
required but applicant must
· have a little time, a little skill
and a big heart. Please

complete attached form and
return to:
Alumni Office
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, M ichigan 48197

r - - _ - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
( Please Print)Name

Year of Grad.

Address
City
Telephone ( Home)

State

Zip

(Work)

Members of the 1931 football team honored at Homecoming were from left to right, Jack Jyleen, Dean
Rockwell, Charles Miller, Gerald Greenlick, Louis Batterson. Ollie Saunders, and Ken Hawk, Captain

Honored at Homecoming half-time ceremonies were members of the 1956 football team and their
coach, Fred Trosko. From left to right they are: Richard Da�1•, Tom McCormick. Coach Trosko,
Herman Carroll, George Thompson, Jim Allen. and Thomas Sibert.

A Homecoming parade, a concert by
the Count Basie Orchestra, a dance
concert by Chinese students from Taiwan,
a football game and an International folk
festival highlighted Homecoming 1981 at
Eastern.
The I93 1 , 1951 and 1956 classes were
honored during Homecoming festivities.
On Friday before Homecoming, the
Youth Goodwill Mission of the Republic
of China on Taiwan presented a cultural
show of Chinese dances and folk songs on

campus. Also that night, a "Golden Ball"
was held in the Ballroom of McKenny
Union with music provided by the New
McKinney Cotton Pickers.
The Homecoming football game
featured the Hurons and the Rockets of
the University of Toledo.
Capping Homecoming Day activities
was a concert by the legendary jazz great
Count Basie and his orchestra.
Next year's Homecoming will be on
Oct. 16, 1 982.

Alumnus Donates Newspaper Col lection

Current Occupation

I recommend the following for the Alumni
Outreach Program:
Name

Address

Tel.

Name

Address

Tel.

G rad Is Author of Run n i ng H istory
John Cumming '40 is the author of a
book which may be destined for the best
seller lists. The book, Runners & Walkers.
A Nine1eenth Century Sports Chronicle,

has just been released by Regnery
Gateway, Inc., Chicago publishers.
With a reported 25 million running
enthusiasts at large in the United States,
Cumming is willing to settle for sales to
half of them.
Presently director of the Clarke
Historical Library at Central Michigan
University, Cumming has been a sports
enthusiast all of his life. He received a
varsity letter in cross country while a
student at Eastern. It was awarded to
him, by his own admission, "more for my
enthusiasm than talent."
His book starts with accounts of the
first attempts at organized competition in
running and walking in the early years of
the 19th century.
Cumming's book covers the whole 19th
century. It is a well-written history. At the

John F. Burg. left, talks with library director Morell D. Boone.

John Cumming

same time it abounds with anecdotes and
amusing tales. Copies of rare prints and
engravings from the period are used as
illustrations in the book.

John F. Burg '38, MA '63 recently
donated a two-volume collection or'the
Michigan State Normal College (Normal)
News. The collection begins with the
September, 1934 issues of the Normal
News and ends with the June, 1938 issues.
Burg began his academic career at
MSNC by commuting from Saline for the
first year and a half. After that, he took
up residence in a rooming house and lived
there until graduating with a physical
education major.

In the fall of that same year, Burg
began a 1 9-year teaching career in
Pinckney.
Eventually he returned to EMU earning
a master's degree in industrial education
in 1963. He went on to study traffic safety
at MSU and joined the Oakland County
Intermediate School District in 1966 as a
consultant in school bus driver education.
Retiring in 1978, he now resides with
his wife on their farm near Hell,
Michigan.
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Survey of Alumni Conducted

Dale Coller, a 1962 EMU graduate, is enjoying his role as principal of Stevenson High School in
Lil-unia. Dale earned his master'., a/ Eastern in /964 and a doctorate in secmular_r educa1irJ11.fm111 U 1d' M
i11 /975. This i., Dale's 17th year a/ S1e1·e11sun a11d his tenrh as principal, He is preside111 t!( the
U,·onia Alu11111i Chapter. His 11·/fe. Eli:al>eth (Bro•l'II}, obtained hachelur's a11d ma.,·r,•r., degrees .from
EMU i11 1961 and /963 respec1i1•elr.
"Mr'�
� -·

As part of the University's Self-Study
Report submitted to the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools for
evaluation for continued accreditation; a
survey of alumni was conducted.
Five thousand alumni, randomly
selected from a computer file of
approximately 55,000, were sent survey
forms. We received 823 useable responses
for a return rate of I 6.5 percent.
In general, alumni believe that the
University gives substantial emphasis to
development of basic skills (creative
thought, fluent communication and
critical analysis), but they feel even more
stress is appropriate. While alumni seem
to support a continued tradition of
teacher preparation as part of the
University's mission, more recent
graduates evince less concern for this than
graduates of earlier years. There is strong
feeling among alumni that vocationally
and professionally oriented programs such
as those in the human services and
technology should continue to expand.
There is a strong indication of support
among alumni for advanced graduate
programs of study in the various colleges.
There are highly supportive attitudes
reflected about non traditional and
continuing education programs. There is
also an indication of hope that the
University will continue to expand its
efforts in providing consultation and

practical assistance in fields such as
business, education, health, government,
the arts and the sciences.
Alumni generally rate both the quality
and usefulness of major field experiences
and basic or cognate studies quite
-favorably. Education and student teaching
experiences are also rated well. It is also
significant to note the strong positive
rating given to extra-curricular activities.
The library collection and services are
rated well, with less than six percent
assigning a critical rating.
There was a somewhat critical rating
given to academic advising. More recent
graduates were slightly more critical than
earlier graduates. These data have been
referred to the associate vice-president for
academic affairs, who is taking a
leadership role in strengthening advising
practices at the University.
Generally speaking, the survey seems to
indicate a high level of appreciation on
the part of alumni for both the quality
and usefulness of their educational
experiences here at Eastern. Narrative
commentary offered by some respondents
also reflects positively on the University.
This survey provides another important
element of evidence that the University is
fulfilling its purposes and pursuing
directions which address the needs of the
population it serves.

Success of Alumni Directory Based on
Survey Return
Orio, '68, and Karen, '72, right, al/ended rhe Newberry Alumni Reception. 0110 and Karen have
served as Regional Representatives for the EMU Parenr's Association. Their sons Steven and Mark are
EMU students. 0110 is also the Alumni liaisonfor Alger County. Jennifer Henning, '79, and Ralph Gilden
are on rhe left.

Within the last few months every EMU
alumnus should have received a special
survey partially completed with
information currently on file at the
University.
Alumni are asked to update the
information and complete additional
biographical information.
The directory will list approximately
60,000 alumni in alphabetical order by
class year and geographical proximity. A
maiden name cross index will also be
included.

Individual information to be printed in
the directory will include name, class year,
address, city, state and zip code.
Additional biographical information will
be requested for alumni stories in future
issues of £as1ern, but will not be
published in the directory.
The Alumni Office hopes to provide the
most accurate directory possible and it is
imperative the surveys be completed and
returned. Surveys also include a directory
order form. The pre-published price will
be $ I 2.50 while the published price will be
$18.75 per copy.

Judith Goodman, '62, Alu11111i Associatio11 Preside111, poses with Reverend & Mrs. Jeffrey
Bemesde(fer. '8/. Be111esderfer delivered the commencemenr im•ocation and received his Master 1if Arts
degree.

Jerry Raymund, '50. and Jim Marlin, '50, confer 11·ilh Paul Temerian (c-emer), 53, who 11·a.1 honored as
A lw1111w· Class "A " high school coad1 of the year.

Atrending the Iron River Alumni Reception were Bill, '69, and Grera Gappy. Bill is assistant Olhletic
director and basketball coach ar Michigan Technological Universiry ar Houghton.

Performing at the Bust were members of the EMU Marching Band.
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1932, 1957 Alumni
Missing from Files
The alumni listed below are in
our "lost" file and we have no
way of notifying them that their
class reunion is taking place
during the next Homecoming. If
you have current information on
any of these graduates, please
contact the E M U Alumni Office.
If you can assist the Alumni
Office in locating any of these
persons, please write to 202
McKenny Hall, EMU, Ypsilanti,
MI 48197 or call (3 13) 487-0250.

1932

Elmer Chapman
Carrie McMullen Dunbar
John Dye
Margaret Keast Fortune
E. Gambell
Virginia Hughes
Robert Kinney
Helen Manchester Krezel
Audrey Jaynne McCarthy
Russell Michaelis
Elsie Michalke
Ralph Miller
Catherine Harris Osborn
Dorcas Adams Paul
Luanna Leclair Pulk
Frances Pearson Riley
Charles Ritola
Lorraine Marvin Shorney
Dorothy Thompson Solomon
Melvin Throop
Maxine Houck Wolfe
Helena Wood
Karina Toure Wood
J. Woods

1957

Jadwaa Ahmad
David Allison
John Anderson
Georgia Annas
Eugene Barker
William Bedell
James Beers
Betty Robinson Bennett
Irene Berkson
Irma Bishop
Helen Deline Brazee
Marie Larson Brooker
Trudy Brown
John Buster
Donald Butts
Maryanne Cameron
Norma Johnson Campbell
Losie Pierce Cary
Ethel Isbell Catt
Dorine Mendis Congdon
Kayl Craig
R. Reed Craig
Barbara Crawford
Martha Decaminada
George Dikeman
Ronald Dingman
Cecilia Draze Drobeck
Theresa Duchesneau
Edwin Joseph Duke
Patrick Dunn
Phyllis Manheimer Eastin
Richard Ehrbright
Patricia Wrobel Engelbrecht
Kenneth Foran
Gerald Foreman
Mildred Robbins Grantham
Jerry Greene
Kevin Grignon
Ross Griswold
Robert Haines
Bertrice Leffel Hallett
Margaret Rauh Hamilton
Theresa Hamilton
Blanche Harrow
Donna Haynes Herndon
Laurence Hiller
Miriam Stelzer Hofland
Fred Hoover
Milton Vandecar Jacobi
Daryl Emens Jarrett
Kerry Keating
Linnea Larson King
Judith Kohut
Joan Kosky
Robert Lakin
George Leonard
James Long
Cleita Havers Lowe
Carol Withey Mackey
Helen Yost Maloney
Beulah Beson Marvill
Gary McClure
Lola Brewer McCombs
Edna Steinhoff McConnell
Gladys Lindsay McIntyre

Deborah Heers McKnight
Kenneth Mix
Hyland Moore
Charlotte Puls Morrow
Dayle Navarre
Erma Palmiter
Louise Socha Perry
Kathleen Levandoski Peters
Roy Phillips
Beatrice Prescott
James Robbins
Florence Buell Rowe
Marian Myers Sanford
Joretta Schneider
Linda Schupback
Doris Suhr Schutt
Norma Dunbar Snyder
Rolland Snyder
William Sobeski
Lillian Cosey Sust
Patricia White Thomas
Kenneth Tunison
Ruth Cotcher Tyson
Robert Van Schoten
Florence Hulett Walker
Janet Wasserberger
Elsie Bamber Weaver
Janet Werner
Mary Williams Whiten
Joan Johnson Wickham
Donald Zimmerman

1930

Marvin W. Hastings '31 has authored
a book, Saga of a Movement. which
came off the press June I, 1 9 8 1 .

Robert C. Waters '31 retired from
General Motors Engineering.

Edmund W. Howard '39 has retired

after 28 years of teaching in Traverse
City and 14 years at Grosse Pointe
North. During his tenure at Traverse
City High School he also coached
tennis and other sports. Mr . Howard
was co-captain of the EMU tennis
team during the 1 938-39 season.

1 940

After 10 years, Janet Louis Kelder
Bates '41 has retired from teaching

Yvette M. Hamilton '6 9 is employed
with the Michigan Secretary of State
in Lansing as a departmental
analyst.
A sixth grade teacher for 12 years at
Gaylord Middle School, Russell
Patrick Soffredine '69 has been
promoted to assistant principal of
that school.

Judith Lucile Cole Williamson '69 is
a new counselor at Southwestern
Junior High School in Battle Creek.

1970

Ellen Eckert Anderson '70 recently
Robert E. Burns '56, formerly

assistant to the president at
Westinghouse Electric Corporation's
Industry Products Company, has
been named general manager of the
company's western U.S. apparatus
service division. Mr. Bums became
assistant to the president last June.
Prior to that assignment, he was
located in Puerto Rico for nine
years where he held a number of
general management and director
positions with Westinghouse.
An elementary school in Lapeer
Community Schools has been named
for Elva B. Steward Lynch '58. Mrs.
Lynch is now retired after 40 years of
teaching and administration in
Lapeer.
Since retiring in 1 959, Wendell
Farrell Johnson '13 has been active

in community services of various
kinds. At present, he is secretary of
the Agency Conference Group of
Delaware and writes a monthly
column for the Delaware Gazelle. He
also serves as general chairman of
the Mental Health Levy Committee,
promoting passage of two mental
health levies.

after 27 years of teaching. Mrs.
Porter's husband, Lynn, has also
retired from his own florist business.
The Porters will spend their winter
retirement in Fort Myers, Florida,
but will continue to return home to
Davison, Michigan for the summers.

1950

Dr. M. Robert Graham '51 resigned
August 3 1 , 1981, from his position as
director of English at the Oakland,
Michigan, Intermediate School
District to accept a position at the
Jnstitute of Foreign Trade, Beijing,
The People's Republic of China. In
1 980 he received the Charles
Carpenter Fries Award for his
contributions to the field of teaching
English from the Michigan Council
of Teachers of English.

been named assistant superinten
dent in charge of personnel and
secondary education for the
Ypsilanti Public Schools. Mr.
Grimes is the former building
principal at Ypsilanti High
School.

appointed State Chairman of the
1982 Michigan Week, which will take
place May 1 5-22. The appointment
was made by the Greater Michigan
Foundation in conjunction with
Governor Milliken's office.
Extremely active in state, regional
and local affairs, Sesvold was the
1972 Outstanding Young Alumnus
Award recipient.

1 960

accepted a position as a career
placement counselor in the Career
Placement Center at Northern
I llinois University.

Carvil A. Ku/berg, Jr., '65, 76 has
been appointed production manager
in the life, health and financial
services department at the Southfield,
Michigan, office of The Travelers
Insurance Company.
William A. Koury '65 is now western
regional sales manager for the
publisher, H.P. Books. He resides in
Lacanada, CA.
Gary Wolter MA '66 has just been

appointed principal of Salina School
in the Dearborn Public Schools. Mr.
Wolter was previously assistant
principal in that same building.

Daniel R. Bogart 70 has joined the

Regional Mental Health Center of
Howard Community Hospital,
Kokomo, IN, as director of in-patient
services. He is responsible for
supervising the staff and programs of
the 33-bed unit, which serves
Clinton, Howard and Tipton county
residents.
Steven F. Butler '70, 76, '81 was
named Modesto Christian School
Principal in July, 1980. He and his
wife Karen Buck Butler 70 reside in
Modesto, CA.

Ronald Sesvold ".59 was recently

music, history, French and substitute
teaching in Ovid, M I .

Mary Jane Porter '41 has retired

Ralph W. Grimes MA '65 has

Dennis M. Todic 70, '81 is manager
of industrial engineering services for
Burroughs Corporation in
Flemington, N.J.

Thomas R. Hawker '67 has been

appointed assistant vice president,
controller for the Detroitbank
Corporation, parent company of
Detroit Bank and Trust. He
joined the corporation in 1 967.

The Office of Management and
Budget has awarded their
Professional Achievement Award to
Eugene Conti 71 for exceptional
performance of duties relating to
analysis of federal budget issues.

been named to the staff at Lawrence
Institute of Engineering.

Capt. Dominic E. Pileri 71, 77 is
currently serving with the U.S. Army as
the operations officer for their Lansing
District Recruiting Command.

John C. Kubiak '61 has been

Henry C. Seavill 71 has been

David C. Roe '60 of Southfield has

promoted to manager of central
purchasing and packaging for Dow
Corning of Midland, M l . Previously,
he had been manager of education,
training and development.

promoted to corporate services
officer at Manufacturers National
Bank of Detroit. He is responsible
for cash management assistance to
commercial customers.

Donald R. Byard '62, '69 is heading up
long range planning for the Oregon
Highway Division. He has a 45-acre
vineyard and orchard and just
recently started the Hidden Springs
Winery.

Bill Barr '65 is the new

owner/manager of radio station
WATC-AM in Gaylord. Originally
from Port Huron, Mr. Barr has
embarked on several careers
including auditor, home builder and
school teacher.

Howard H. Bond '65 has formed a

management consulting company
(Howard Bond and Associates, Inc.)
which has been involved in major
executive searches for Fortune 500
companies as well as government and
non-profit entities.

Manufacturers National Bank of
Detroit has promoted John C.
Christopher '69 to second vice
president. Mr. Christopher joined
Manufacturers as a management
trainee in 1 969 and has held
numerous managerial positions since
that time. Most recently, Mr.
Christopher was officer-in-charge of
the bank's Orchard Lake-Thirteen
Mile office in Farmington Hills, and
he is also a member of the Kiwanis
club of orth Farmington.

D. Bruce Hutchinson 72 was

promoted at D'Arcy MacManus &
Masius Advertising to account
executive on the General Motors
Parts Account.

Darlene Scot/ Johnson 72 is a

territory manager with Ross
Laboratones, a division of Abbott
Labs.

Sharon Ruth Ogle 72 is an
instructor at Brevard Community
College in Cocoa, FL.
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Dennis J. Plunkett '72 is now a

resident of Phoenix, AZ, and is the
owner of the Tempe ERA Real
Estate Office which services the
Mesa. Tempe, Phoenix and
Scottsdale areas.

Robert M. Shaner 73 attended

Sherman College of Chiropractic and
is now a practicing chiropractor in
Livonia, Ml, in his own practice
since October 1980.

Gerry Wayne Beyer 76 is currently
an Assistant Professor of Law at the
St. Mary's University School of Law
in San Antonio, TX.
�teven E. Hale '76 established a new
firm which will provide engineering
design and detailing to area
businesses on a project basis. The
new office is located in the Control
Data Corporation's Business and
Technology Center in Toledo, Ohio.

Sharon Wysocki 77 has published a
therapeutic drama manual through
Progressive Press called The
layperson's Exploratory Drama
Manual. It is being utilized in
correctional institutions throughout
the country. She is presently
employed as a psychotherapist for
Insight, Inc. at Flint Osteopathic
Hospital.

Mary A. Carpenter 78 has recently

been appointed director 01
therapeutic recreation at Muskegon
Regional Center for Development
Disabilities.

Susan S. Holt 79, a musician and

educator, has recently joined the staff
of Arts for Greater Rochester as
program coordinator. In this capacity
she will guide AG R's individual artist
services, direct RAVE, AGR's
voucher program designed to make
arts events widely available to the
public, and also be actively involved
in program development.

Army Reserve Master Sergeant

from the Army after more than 30
years of military service. Master
Sergeant Dudley resides in Ypsilanti.

Texas Wesleyan College, Fort
Worth, TX, has announced the
appointment of Patrick Haas '74, 75
as the director of the Wesleyan
Reading and Study Skills Center.
Haas is a native of Michigan and is a
doctoral student at East Texas State
University.

Wayman Ezell 75 has been an active
member and leader in several
musical/theatrical organizations.
.:.;.."3t,me of his involvements include
guest artist with the Los Angeles
Players, Summer Series, musical
director of both the Hillberry
Theatre and the Bonstelle at Wayne
State University. He was also
selected the only American soloist for
the "Te Deum Concert Series" in
Toronto, Ontario.
The Keebler Co. of Elmhurst, IL,
announced the appointment of
Kenneth M. Rudolph 75 as a group
product manager for their Keebler
-Foodservice Division.

Kathleen M. Hawley 76 was

James Johnson 77 recently received

the Juris Doctor law degree from
Thomas M. Cooley Law School. He
is currently assigned as a Lt. J.G.
with the U.S. Navy at Naval Justice
School, Newport, RI.

David J. Szymanski '75, '77 recently

joined the public relations counseling
firm of Anthony M . Franco, Inc. as
a copywriter for this Detroit-based
firm.

Gladys Davis ' 1 0
Allegan 8-81
Joy Marguerite Meier ' 1 2
Ann Arbor 1 1-81
Jeanette Irwin '19
St. Clair Shores 9-81
Helen Bjorklund '30
Farmington Hills I 1-81
Dr. Harry Adams '32
Elizabeth, New Jersey 10-81
Ed Marcombe '32
Battle Creek 5-8 I

Bernard Martin Stadtmiller '39
Palm Bay, Florida 1 1-81
Milton Kesley '42
Farmington Hills 9-81
Joan L. Aprill '5 1
Ann Arbor 10-81

Ph.D. in microbiology at the
Hershey Medical Center at Penn
State University and has been
granted a post-doctoral fellowship at
Stanford University.

named a supervisor in the audit
department of Touche Ross & Co. in
Chicago.

Beulah Jackson '07
Ovid 5-81

Frank A. Hewitt '39
Whittaker 1 1-81

Roger H. Miller '76 received his

William H. Brower 77 has been

Myra Jackson '06
Ovid 8-81

Paul D. Bartlett '35
Bingham Farms 7-81

appointed assistant professor in the
Department of Nursing Education at
Eastern Michigan University.
Jon McC/ory 76 has been named
president of Court Players
Corporation, Southfield, M l ,
operators o f I I racquetball clubs in
Michigan and Indiana. He was
previously vice-president.

A specialist in aging and supervisor
with adult community education in
the Wayne-Westland School District,
Dolores Ricardo Zonca 76 has been
appointed by Gov. William Milliken
to be the H ispanic representative
from Michigan at the 1981 White
House Conference on Aging.

Wilma Jackson Bates '05
Ovid 8-81

Andrew Forster '34
Cape Coral, Florida 10-81

1980
Joseph E. Dudley '74, 76 has retired

IN MEMORIAM

Charmian Lucille Flood '59
Flint 9-81
Marian Kime '67
Clinton 8-8 1
Lucy Ann Salles '73
Ann Arbor 9-81

Ronald B. Bendick '80 has joined

Penn Athletic Products Company as
district sales representative in
Michigan and Northern Indiana. He
will be based in Lincoln Park, MI.

Debra Patterson '81 has accepted a

part-time position with J.G. Lowery
Associated of Taylor, M I , as an
occupational therapist.

Steve Papastomatis '76
Warren 1-79
Correction from a previous issue:
Craig Douglas Porter '38
Farmington 1 2-76

Dr. Joseph L. Braden a faculty

member, was named a "Key Leader�
of Tau Kappa Epsilon international
fraternity during the concluding
banquet of the fraternity's 41 st
Biennial Convention held at the
Hotel Roanoke, in Roanoke, VA.

Scott D. Whitener 75 has been
director of the Michigan Occupational
Competency Assessment Center
(MOCAC) at Ferris State College
since 1978, and in August, 198 1 he
earned a Doctor of Philosophy in
Education degree from the University
of Michigan.

What's Happening form
Promotions, awards, civic activities, residence changes and other "happenings" which are an important part of your life are important to
us too. We want to keep you informed and let your former classmates know what you're up to these days. Just write your news below for a
future inclusion in Eastern Class Notes. The loss of our Newspaper Clipping Service due to budget cuts has made your notes to us essential
to stay abreast of alumni achievements.
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Name_______ _____________________________
First

Maiden

last

Middle

Address----,,.---------------------------------Streer

City

State

Zip

lf New Address Check Here D Phone Area Code (___ ) _________
Degree(s) Earned ____________ Class Years _________
Spouse Name If Alum ----,,,---------:-:-:....,.,,,---------=-------First

Middle

I.Ast

I'd like my former classmates to know that: -------------------------------------

--------------------------------- ----------------------------�

Please mail to:
Office for Alumni Relations
Eastern Michigan University
202 McKenny Union
Ypsilanti, M l 48197

Why not send a picture too?
A head and shoulder shot
would be fine. A good sharp
print of you doing something
would be finer. Photos would
be returned on request.
(Black & white glossy prints,
please.)

!Office for Alumni Relations
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

,,
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FEBRUARY
EMU Players present "The Night of the Iguana"
2-7
4
7

7
14

21

7 p.m. Sunday

Quirk Theater

Orchestra Concert
Symphonic Band Concert

8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Pease Auditorium
Pease Auditorium

Symphonic Band Concert
Jazz Ensemble Concert
University Choir Concert

8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Pease Auditorium
Pease Auditorium
Pease Auditorium

MARCH
7
14

Michigan Opera Theater
Alumni Concert Band
Faculty Recital Series IV

4 p.m.

8 p.m.
National Conference on Spanish for Bilingual Careers in Business
1 8-20
Concert Winds
21
8 p.m.
EMU
Players
present
"Kiss
Me
Kate"
26-28
8 p.m.,
7 p.m. Sunday
Alvin Ailey Dance Company
29
8 p.m.
"Kiss
Me
Kate"
3 1 -April 4
8 p.m.,
7 p.m. Sunday
16

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
Judith Mansfield Goodman '62. '71
president
James R. Martin '50, '57, '67
1st vice president
Normajean I. Anderson '35, '44
2nd vice president
Joan Doerner Hartsock '72
treasurer
Ralph F. GIiden '42
secretary
Dr. John W. Porter
ex•oftlclo member

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert A. Ackerman '55, •74
Normajean I. Anderson '35, '44
Charles Eugene Beatty '34
Margaret McCall Bell '52. '73
Dr. Ronald M. Currie '47
Clyde C. Fischer '54, '58
Ralph F. GIiden '42
Judlty Mansfield Goodman '62. '71
Shirley Upperman Green '68
Dr. Charles M. Greig '44
Vanzetti M. Hamilton '49
Joan Doerner Hartsock '72

Nick M. Medias '59
James R. Martin '50, '57, '67
Ronald E. Oestrike '54
Dr. Lloyd W. Olds '16
Joan F. Most '69, '72
John G. Rosenberg '69, '73
Dr. E. James Rynearson· "52. '56
Robert B. Stone '53
Earl K. Studt '32
Eric Walline '71. '78. '79
Barbara Warner Weiss ·so. '69

Pease Auditorium
Pease Auditorium
New Alexander Recital Hall
Hoyt Conference Center
Pease Auditorium
Quirk Theater
Pease Auditorium
Quirk Theater
BOARD OF REGENTS
Dr. Richard N. Robb
chairman
Beth Wharton MIiford
vice chairperson
James T. Barnes
Warren L. Board
Dr. Tlmoty J. Dyer. '61, '65
Geraldine Ellington
Dolores A. Kinzel
Carleton K. Rush
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